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Japan

By R. Scott Nelson

Rep. Richard Gephardt of Missouri makes a point at his MUB
appearance Monday. (Sharon Donovan photo)
rime and made the competition
stronger by importing so many
of our goods and investing in
foreign ventures rather than
investing in domestic ones.
Gephardt believes that one
of the ways to comb a t t h is
problem is to raise revenues and
cue spending. We currently have
a $ l 30 billion trade deficit,
making us the world's. greatest
trade debtor.
According to Gephardt, the
Uni red Sta res must make
changes in its research and
development of the latest technologies. The United States
currently spends 70 ?r of th e
research budget on defense.
Japan, however, uses only 30
percf'nt of their budget for
defense . The rest being spent
('11 computer technology, stereus, and cars, said Gephardt.
Management is another area
targeted by Gephardt that would
increase our <Jtances of compet-

ing with Japan. In Gephardr's
opinion, the United States could
make high quality products for
a low price if management
would, "treat employees like the
management wishes to be treated."
Gephardt commented that he
was pleased that President Bush
wanted to be the "education
president." But, Bush hasn't
formulated a vision to attain
that title and a clear vision is
needed in the executive office
if any goal are going to be
reached by his administration.
At the present time, 28 % of
all Americans do not receive
their high school diplomas, said
Gephardt. In the five boroughs
of New York City alone, 65 o/c
of the students never finish high
school.
·
Gephardt explained that huge
cuts have been made in the
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Fast for Ceritral America
By Colleen Marquis
Symbolically represented in
chalk on the walkways throughout campus are the images and
descriptions of innocent people
killed by government police.
These drawings, 1 5 people
fasting for up to four days and
tents on the lawn of the MUB
are all part of the Fourth Annual
Fast for Central America sponsored by the UNH Committee
on Central America (COCA).
The co-directors of the UNH
fast are Andrea Tomlinson and
Flo Reed, juniors and members
of COCA.
Tomlinson said the goals of
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Senate passes
honesty code

US lags
behind ~
By Elyse Decker
If you put a bunch of frogs
imo a pot of water on the stove
and turn the burner as high as ·
it will go, the frogs will jump
right out of the pot. But if you
put them in the same pot of
water on the scuve and turn up
the stove little by little each day,
the frogs will stay in the pot and,
eventually, cook.
According to Richard Gephardt, congressman from the
third district of Missouri, America is the frogs, world trade is
the stove, and the Japanese are•
turning up the heat, little by
little.
In a speech last night, sponsored by the Democratic Student
Organization as part of their
Spring Lecture Serie.s, Gephardt·
repeatedly stressed to a crowd
of 60, chat America has slipped
in co second place behind Japan
in world trade.
Speaking without the aid of
prepared notes, Gephardt expl ained chat of the top United
Stares banks, 5/4 are Japanese
owned compared to ?>4 American owned banks. In addition,
the value of real es tate in Tokyo
far· exceeds the v a Iue of real
esr~ire :in)•whPrc ;n .A. meric:1
-· Gephardt added char these
examples are indications that
the United States has wasted

(603)862-1490

about $600 by the end of the
week by the fast alone.
Each person fasting has collected sponsors to give a certain
amount of money for each day
they fast. There will also be a
benefit concert on Sunday behind the field house, featuring,
among others, T.J. Wheeler and
Savoy Truffle, to raise more
money.
The proceeds will be divided
between the University of El
Salvador, for the purchase of
a printing press and an archictecture and planning organization, which works toward
reforestation of the hurricane
devestated forests of Nicaragua .
According to Tomlinson,
♦
♦ COCA is dedicating the fast this
year to the memory of Benjamin
Linder. Linder was an American
engineer assasina red by the
♦ Contras while in Nicaragua.
♦
Th is week is the two year
♦
♦ anniver~ary of his assasination.
To commemorate this anni♦
♦ versary, Linder's father will be
♦ speaking in the MUB Carrol

the Fourth Annual Fast are twofold. The first goal is to re-raise
consciousness on Central America because the problems down
there are still "really, really an
issue," Tomlinson said. She
added there really is not a lot
of interest on campus "and there
should be."
Tomlinson said the tents on
the MUB lawn are to raise
curiosity and awareness. Four
fasting students will be sleeping
in the tents at night for the
duration of the week.
The second and most important goal of the fast is to raise
money. COCA estimates to raise

Beginning next fall, incoming
students will be required to sign
a statement of academic honesty
before being allowed to attend
UNH .
The mandatory oath, part of
the academic honor code policy,
which was approved by the
-Academic Senate yesterday, will
be sent to matriculating students
prior to their registration at
UNH.
In addition to the statement
of academic honesty, the code
will contain definitions of cheating on exams, plagiarism and
working together on individual
assignments, which are identical
to those found in the Student
Handbook.
Although freshmen must
complete the oath, students who
will be sophomores, juniors and
seniors next semester will be
grandfathered and not required
to sign.
Charlie Owens, interim vice
president of academic affairs,
said the honor code does not
represent any change in the
university policy on cheating.
"We're not implementing
anything we don't already have,
that is, a policy of academic
honesty," Owens said.
According to Owens, UNH
Legal Counsel Ron Rodgers said
the university has the right to
require students to sign the oath.
Students who cannot sign the
statement due to "extenuating
circumstances" will be able to
request an exemption to the
policy through the academic vice
president's off ice.
Extenuating circumstances
include religious beliefs, such
as Quakers and Jehovah's Wit-

nesses, which are opposed to
the signing of oaths.
J. Gregg Sanborn, UNH associate vice president and dean
of student affairs, was in favor
of including a statement in the
code informing students of this
possibility of exemption.
"We have the obligation to
be as clear as possible with
students with this," Sanborn
said.
However, many senators felt
a statement of exemption would
weaken the honor code, and it
was voted to leave it out.
Joanne Curran-Celentano,
assistant professor of animal
and nutritional science at UNH,
said, "Any student who has
strong enough feelings about
this would find the proper
avenue ro pursue an exemption."
The senate also narrowly
passed a provision that will
allow professors to include
obligatory honesty oaths on
individual exams, papers, laboratory exercises and homework
if they wish.
• Owens said placing honesty
statements on individual assignments would reinforce the university's policy on honesty.
"Doing it once when they
enroll is fine, and doing it again
and again is even better," Owens
said.
Student Senator Rob Miller
said he had a professor last year
who included an honesty oath
on an exam.
'_'By signing it on the exam,
it made me more aware, and I
think I in fact did better on the
exam," Miller said.
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room on Saturday at 7 p.m.
Chalk drawings representing
Linder and other victims of
death squads and rebel forces
can be found around the campus.
Reed said the Student Action
Committee is responsible for
that anion. They did it to "bring

J. Gregg Sanborn, associate vice-president and dean for ~tudent
FAST, page 9

affairs, looks on ·at the Academic Senate meeting. (Mike Parnham
photo)
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Thompso n would be pleased with UNH of today
By Barb Briggs
"The wealthiest man in
town," read the obituary description of Ben Thompson,
founder of the University of
New Hampshire. Two qualities__
empowered Ben ·Thompson to
earn that description: hard work
and reverence for the land.
When Thompson bequeathed
his farm to the state of New
Hampshire, he left instructions
that a school be founded wherein "morality, order, industry
and economy should be constantly taught and practiced by
all the teachers and all the
scholars."
According co Breck Bowden,
professor of Water Resources
in the Department of Forest
Resources, students have the
modern day equivalent of these
qualities "drummed into them"
in department courses.
The Department stresses
how you behave and its relationship to other people, said~
Bowden. "We ought to be cognizant that things we do have
effects on other people. You
flush the toilet and it goes
someplace," he added.
Bob Harter, professor of Soil
Science, was less sanguine about
what the students learn .. Morality and industry are not what's
on students' minds today.
"It's how to make the most
money, the most prestige,"
Harter said. The idealism of the

70s where students wanted to
help society and the environment is gone, he said.
Ben Thompson was an extremely careful chronicler of
cash flow. He kept three cash
books for his farm from the time
his father gave it to him in April
1828 until January 1889, a year
before he died.
In these he carefully accounted for men and time, expenditures and income. Are students
concerned with money in this
sense?
"They couldn't care less,"
according to Harter. "They are
not overconcerned by care in
spending."
Another piece of Thompson's
bequeath for the school reads,
" ... wherein shall be thoroughly
taught, both in the classroom
and in the field, the theory and
practice of that most useful and
honorable calling (farming)."
Harter believes that UNH is
living up to ideas that Thompson laid down, with modifications. The economy of New
Hampshire is vastly different
from Thompson's time.
"In the 1900-20 period, 70
percent of the state was in
agriculture. Only two percent
of NH is in agriculture today
(excluding forestry)," said Harter.
Harter described the changes
in NH and elsewhere that have
caused this change. He said

erosion of NH soil and changes
in transportation systems made
it impossible to farm competitively in New Hampshire.
UNH has adapted its instruction to the changing agricultural
environment, said Harter. Forestry is the major agricultural
activity in NH and <!t the

forefront of agricultural instruction at UNH.
UNH is in the final stages of
approval of a PhD program in
Natural Resources. The program will train students to take
a multidisciplinary point of
view, said Bowden. Students will
receive specific information

from various departments such
as botany, civil engineering and
chemistry.
They will learn to integrate
and synthesize this information
to understand what's happening
overall. The program will give

THOMPSON, page 14

Thompson Hall, named for Ben Thompson, is simply beaming with pride. (Ben Frazier photo)

NEWS IN BRIEP
Bush backs mobile
missile plan

Russians spe~k
their mind

In Washington on Sunday Defense Secretary Dick
Cheney said the Bush Administration plans to move
ahead with two kinds of mobile strategic missiles,
to delay the B-2 Stealth bomber and to cut Star Wars
spending.
Cheney, speaking on NBC s "Meet The Press" ,
also said the Administration plans to keep all four
World War II vintage battleships in the fleet despite
an explosion last week aboard one of them, the
USS Iowa, that killed 47 sailors.
Cheney said the President had accepted his
recommendation to shift the focus of Star Wars,
formally known as the Strategic Defense Initiative
from deployment sometime in the 1990's to research
on a more advanced system known as "Brilliant
Pebbles", consisting of thousands of orbiting
satellites.

" You cause violence yourselves by not allowing
people to meet and speak their minds," Mirka
Adelaida shouted at soldiers who dragged him away
in Pushkin Square, in Moscow . He was trying to
distribute leaflets that were condemning the army
for the deaths and injurys among Georgian
.
.
protestors. .
A meeting was held yesturday 10 Pushkin Square,
commemorating the deaths of 20 people at the
demonstration in Soviet Georgia two weeks ago.
At least 47 people were arrested by Soviet riot troops
for this meeting. A policeman announced repeatledly
that the meeting had not been authorized. .
The meeting was organized by the Democratic
Union, a dissident political group that advocates
a multi party system in the Soviet Union. There
was no organized program to the meeting, as people
pushed past the troops and discussed the events
of Georgia, and shouted, "Fascists" and "Freedom".

Inmate population
hits record
In Washington a record 627,402 men and women
were in federal and state prisons at the end of 1988,
an increase of 7.4 percent over the previous year,
the Justice Department said Sunday.
Prison construction has not kept pace with the
inmate population, the report found, with overall
prison capcity increasing by just 5.5 percent in 1988.
Massachusettes was among states in which the
number of prisoners has more than doubled since
1980, and in New Hampshire, the figure has tripled.

Vietnam's restructuring
Vietnam's international isolation and economic
policies instilled after the war, have proven to be
innefective. Nguyen Van Linh, appointed the party's
General Secretaryi6 month's ago, has.Jaunched
a Vietnamese version of Perestroika.
By 1986, it had been clear that the leadership's
efforts to transform the market capitalism of the
south into the communism pattern of the north
had been a frightening failure. There was declining
agricultural production and living standards in the
south, as other nearby country's surged ahead
.
economically.
Now under Mr. Linh's Vietnamese perestroika,
investment in private enterprise has been encouraged. State owned enterprise has been cut and
subsidized -prices on foods like rice have been
eliminated.
Recently, there has been some improvements.
Agriculture production is better, despite bad weather
last year. Inflation is less than the 700 to 1,000
percent of last year. There has also been an immense
growth of private shops and restaurants.
"Nquyen Van Linh, 73, has recently announced
that he will retire in 1990. It is difficult to fortell
what will become of the society, and whether this
Vietnamese Perestroika will continue without it's
present leader.

Chinese students
continue pro~ests
·

University students in China are planning for
their next round of protests in a campaign for
democracy. These protests will include class boycotts.
All the un·i versitys in Beijing are sending out
telegrams to the other universitys in the country,
calling for their participation.
The students demands include: a reppraisal of
Hu Yaobang, the former party leader whose death
on April 15 touched off protest; freedom of the
press; better treatment of the intellectuals and funds
for education; acknoledgement that students were
beaten last week; punishment of corrupt bureaucrats,
and full publication of the recent protests.
It has been reported that there has been rioting
Saturday night and yesturday morning in 2 central
Chinese provinsial capitals, Changsha and Xian.
Rioters smashed and robbed 24 shops, overturned
one car and hijacked another. Shop corners in the
train station were broken.

Crackdown on
animal drugs
The federal government has .conducted a fiveyear investigation aimed at breaking up a nationwide
black market in toxic drugs that it sells contaminated
beef, pork, and milk.
The investigation faces a crucial test in Cedar
Rapids, Iowa today when Illinois veternarian Dr.
Robert M . Clack and Heinz G. Dall, an import
specialist from New York go to trial on charges
that they smuggled tons of the outlawed animal
antibiotics into the United States.
The outcome of the trial, which may take a month
or more to complete, could have a significant effect
on the safety of meat, milk, eggs and other animal
products.
According to the Food and Drug Administration,
some of the most dangerous animal drugs that Mr.
Dall and Dr. Clack are accused of smuggling into
the U.S. which make their way into the food supply
are Rifampin, Carbadox, and Chloramphenicol.
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Pro- choi ce rallies .forr ights ·r -ov.
.
By Kathleen Haley
Over GOO people, 20 of which
were from UNH, gathered at
the steps of the state house in
Concord on Saturday to send a
message to Governor Judd
Gregg. What did they want?
Choice. When did they want it?
Now.
The protest was prompted
by Gregg's veto on Wednesday
of a bill that would have repealed New Hampshire's existing laws that make abortion
illegal. Although abortion is
currently legal under the Roe
vs. Wade ruling, a reversal of
that ruling would automatically
put New Hampshire's laws into
effect.
The protest was led by Jean
Wallin, pro-choice advocate. It
included speeches from Democratic and Republican state
legislators who ha<l supported
the bill.
Many women who shared
experiences of what life was like
before the Supreme Court's Roe
vs. Wade decision made abortion legal in all 50 states, also
attended the rally.

House Representative , Elizabeth H.i.ger welcomed the
cro·Nd, saying, 'Tm sorry this
isn't a great celebration of New
Hampshire being way ahead of
the times." She concluded her
speech by shouting, "You're
wrong, Judd Gregg! You're
wrong!"
Senator Elaine Krasker, of
Portsmouth, voiced her disapproval of Gregg. "We made one
mistake (elect,i ng Judd Gregg)
and we won't make it again,"
she told the crowd. "Two years
from now you will have the
chance to make sure that if a bill
passes the house and Senate it
will be signed."
Wallin listed all of the organizations who support the legalization of abortion and included
the New Hampshire House and
Senate in her list. "The first
governor who vetoed such a bill
was subsequently beaten in a
primary," she added. The governor she spoke of had vetoed
a measure that would have made
abortion legal in the case of
endangerment of the mother's
life.

"The next election can not
come soon enough," added
Susan Caldwell.
One protestor held a sign that
read, "Gregg in 1818. He's
ready!" Others waved American
flags to symbolize the freedom
of choice that this country
represents. Two men in the
crowd wore coathangers on
their heads.
The weather did not seem to
deter many people from attending the event. Women and men
of all ages came dressed in
winter coats and mittens. Some
struggled to hold their banners
against the sharp wind.
Pat Murphy, president of
New Hampshire NOW, urged
the crowd to continue to protest
Gregg's decision by being visible
at any public appearnnc("<; hf'
makes, including college commencements. By making the
decision to veto the bill, the
governor created a fury, Murphy
said. "He is going to be the
target of that fury because he
is supposed to represent us,"
she said.

UFO info
CO n ceale
by Gov' t

'

Stud ent gains seat
on Durh am Coun cil

.___ ,n:: Jj', j

By Bryan Alexander
Unidentified Flying Objects
(UFOs) have caused great alarm
in high levels of the government
since the 1940's, but the government has undertaken a large
cover-up operation of the details, UFO expert Robert Hastings told a packed Strafford
Room of the MUB last night.
Hastings, utilizing formerly
classified government documents attained through the
Freedom of Information Act
(FIA), showed that the government views UFOs as a grave
threat co national security.
But they have followed an
official policy, also documented,
to decry sightings as natural
phenomena or hoaxes, he stated.
There is a huge gap between the
way the government views UFO
1
sightings and the way they say
1
they view them, said Hastings.
1
the
between
difference
"The
Robert Hastings, UFO expert. (Mike Parnham photo)
two," said Hastings, "is the
difference between day and
nosis that they were taken Hastings.
night."
The idea of studying these
Hastings speculated that the aboard a UFO after being
government keeps the informa- stopped on a deserted road in suspected aliens has intrig·ued
people of the status and knowltion it gathers on the subject Hew Hampshire.
edge of former senator Barry
been
has
little
said
Hastings
prevent
co
away from the public
made of the incident even Goldwater, who unsuccessfully
panic and uproar. He said he
though eight years later Pease devoted much energy into purdisagrees with this philosophy
Air Force base confirmed the , suing the rumours.
because some day the public is
"We have some rather intrigpresence of a UFO on the radar
going co have co face the truth.
"The public has co be in- screen which supported the uing evidence," said Hastings,
"but nothing we can say is firm."
formed," said Hastirigs . "I be- Hills' story.
Hastings said it is very com"I can assure you," said Hastlieve it's simply a question of
ings, "that the government, mon for the UFOs to be reporttime before all of this comes
particula-rly the CIA, thinks it ed around areas of high techtu~bling out one way or anothnology such as nuclear missile
(the Hills' and other stories)
er.
areas, military agencies
storage
merit."
has
he
In a slide presentation
Hastings showed the au- and electric power plants.
wrote, Hastings sa id there are
Sources have leaked into the
d ience a formerly secret memo
three agencies which keep curUFO research community that
to FBI direccor J. Edgar Hoover.
rent information on the status
in the spring of 1967, an entire
The memo, dated 1950, said that
of UFOs. They are the Central
a UFO had crashed near the flight of 10 missiles in storage
Intelligence Agency (CIA ), the
nuclear weapons laboratory in lost all power and back up
National Security Agency and
Los Alamos, New Mexico. It said power, said Hastings. He said
the White House.
All three take the frequent . that three dead aliens, each three the power later reinstated itself
feet call, had been recovered in with no real explanation avails1ghtings seriously, he said. But
able as co the cause of the
the wreckage.
reported close encounters from
The report staterl that the incident.
reliable sources, such as the case
Hastings said he is currently
crash occurred because "the high
of Barney and Betty Hill, are
power radar at the center in- asking the government through
only given credit by the governterferes with the controlling the FIA for documents on the
ment in private. The two have
9
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By Melissa Bane
Student Nancy Valerio is
making history at UNH.
As the newly appointed
member of the Durham Town
Council, Valerio will be serving
as the link between students and
residents of Durham.
"I think it's important that
students are thought of every ,
step of the way," said Valerio.
Valerio was officially appointed by the UNH Student
Senate on April 16, co represent
the student body on the town
council. Valerio will serve as
an official member with nine
other council members but will
serve without voting privileges.
Valerio said she does not feel
that a non-voting position will
have any major drawbacks, but
that by "giving the town insight
on student's points of view we
are making known our position
and concerns."
Valerio, a sophomore majoring in speech therapy and political science, has already exercised her political activity at
UNH. She has been a member
of the Student Senate for the
past year and also served as vice
president for the Student's
Coalition for the Homeless.

Vater10 will attend town
council pleetings every Wednesday and also other subcommittee meetings of the council.
She is also responsible for
attending Executive Senate
meetings in order to keep an
updated rapport of the issues
between the town and school.
According to Valerio, the idea
of a student representation
originated as part of the Hammond/ Rose platform during
elections last year, and it has
been Mike Rose who determined the guidelines for this
new position.
"I really admire what they've
both done to PStablish this
position," Val[rio said. "It's
about time the ;§chool and the
town really dtjveloped some
closer communication. "
Valerio has already been
attending council meetings for
the last three weeks. She said
more than half of the issues
raised pertain to the students
of the Durham community.
"We are such an integral part
of the town," commented Valerio. "So many of the decisions
made there effect us more than
we know."
Some of -the :issues discussed
TOWN COUNCIL, page 14

SHA RPP repo rts
sexu al assau lts
By Karen Hamilton
for one semt:,ter.
The Sexual Harassment and
Two of the three additional
Rape Prevention Program assault victims are working with
(SHARPP) released that a coral
support advocates and another
of four acquaintance rapes wert> . is considering procedures
reported during the month 2f through the student conduct
March, three of which allegedly
system.
occurred prior co the first of the
The more frequent reporting
of the number of sexual assaults
year.
One sexual assault, an ac- that o·ccur on campus is in
quaintance rape, reportedly response to a recommendatio n
occurred at UNH during the made by an ad hoc committee,
which examines issues of viomonth of March.
According to a UNH press
lence against women on the
release the case was adjudicated Durham campus.
through UNH's student conduct
Anyone who wishes to report
system, and the perpet:ator was an assault may contact SHARPP
·suspended from the university
at 862-i212.
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.ON THE SPOT
Do you believe in extraterre strials?

"Yes I do. I can't believe we are
the only living things in the
"
.
. universe.
entire

"I only believe in them on Friday
the 13th when there is a full
moon."

Sarah Hansen

David Lindemeyer

Kathy Kirmes

"Yes. I've got one living in my
rodm by the name of Scott. He
is big, green, and sneaks off at
night to do weird things."

Freshman

Fred Mason

Undeclared

Sophomore

"I believe they are out there and
they all look like Elvis."

Botany

English

Business Admin.

Time management ... #15
Self-assertiveness ... #402
Standing up for yourself...#10
Building self-esteemed confidence...#35
Learning to accept yourself ... #44
Becoming independent from parents ... #478
The value and use of self-talk... #36
What is counseling and how do I use it? ... #61

STRESS AND ANXIETY
Coping with stress ... #38
Coping with Anxiety ... #30
Understanding grief...#85
Death and dying ... #84
How to handle fears ... #33
Conflict and meditation ... #312
Relaxation exercises ... #37

HEALTH RELATED ISSUES
I've been raped, vv;hat do I do? ... #315
Aquaintance rape ... #319
Anorexia Nervosa and Bulimia... #215
Dealing with an alcoholic parent ... #479
Early signs of an alcohol problem ... #160
Responsible decisions about drinking ... #161
Herpes- symptoms and diagnosis ... #209
AIDS- reducing the risks ... #225
AIDS- symptoms and diagnosis ... #218

Female sex roles ... #39
,,,,- Female homosexuality ... #20
~
~
.
#22
...
problems
orgasm
~emale
Male sex roles ... #40
Male homosexuality ... #21
Dealing with impotence ... #23
Timing problems in male sexuality ... #24

r - ~\

-

~

Junior

Sophomore

-·-

FRIENDSHIP AND DATING
friendship building ... #1
Helping a friend ...#90 ·
Dating skills ... #18 ,
Infatuation or love? ... #70
Considerations in looking for a mate ...#71
Types of intimacy ... #3
physical intimacy ... #4
Coping with a broken relationship ... #83

~

Dealing with anger ... #8
Fighting constructively... #5
Understanding and dealing with jealousy ... #9
Expressing negative thoughts and feelings ... #6
Dealing wtth constructive criticism ... #7

What is depression? ... #431
How to deal with depression ... #432
How to deal with lonliness ... #32
Recognizing suicidal feelings in others ... #492

Dial 862-3554 any night from 3:00-12 am and select the tape you wish to hear. The
tapes run about six minutes. If you have any questions when the tape is over, a CoolAid member will come back on the line! The tapeline is a service provided by CoolAid in conjunction with the Counseling and Testing Center. Cool-Aid is a studen~ run,
student funded organization.
our hotline number is 862-2293
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DAR
TUESDAY, APRIL 25
STUDENT ART SHOW -

Granite State Room, MUB.

GERMAN FILM SERIES Room 4, Horton, 6:45 p.m.

"The Marriage of Maria Braun."

ENERGY CONSERVATION IN YOUR HOME - Learn
how to design your home to be more energy efficient. Belknap
Room, MUB, 7 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 26
STUDENT ART SHOW a.m. to 5 p.m.
UNH THEATER a.m. & 7 p.m.

Granite State Room, MUB, 9

"Macbeth." Johnson Theater, 10:30

BASEBALL - vs. Brown, 1 p.m.
MEN'S LACROSSE - vs. Brown, 3 p.m.
UNH PRIDE DAY - Celebrate Ben Thompson's birthday
with a university-wide beautification program, 12:30-3 p.m.
Cake for everyone after work is complete on T-Hall lawn,
3:30 p.m.

_.~il#l'¾
Eating Disorders Week addresses problems that many college students face. (Mike Parnham
photo)

Week recognize s eating habits
By Caro) Mooney
The Health Education off ice
is culminating a year of intense
programming on eating disorders with a week-long series
of workshops aimed at increasing awareness of such disorders
as anorexia, bulimia, chronic
dieting, and chronic exercise.
This week has been designated "National Eating Disorders
Week." UNH will participate
by offering programs throughout the week on topics such as
recognizing an eating disorder,
learning to eat spontaneously
and how society, peers and the
media contribute to an obsession
with weight control and body
image.
According to Kathleen
Gildea-Dinzeo, associate director of Health Services, there has
been a major effort this year to
combat eating disorders at

UNH.
She explained chat Health
Education, Health Services, and
Counseling and Testing have
been working together this year
to meet the needs of students
affected by eating disorders.
Gildea-Dinzeo said that areas
such as education, health issues,
emotional support, and nutrition must all be addressed for
intensive progress in combatting the various conditions.
"It has been a couple of years
since we've had a comprehensive team approach toward the
problem," Gildea-Dinzeo said.
The main goal of this week's
program is co raise awareness
of the existence of eating disorders, said Gildea-Dinzeo. It
is also important to educate
people on how external forces,
such as peers and the media,
contribute to the obsession of

body image that is characteristic
of people who suffer from
eating disorders, she added.
National statistics show that
women between the ages of 14
and 28 are the highest risk group
for developing eating disorders.
According to Gildea-Dinzeo, 1520 percent of college age women ·
are affected by an eating disorder.
UNH health care agencies are
currently working on a survey
to determine the extent of the
problem on campus. GildeaDinzeo said that eating disorders do pose a significant
threat a t UNH.
"I definitely think all women,
and even all men, need to be
educated," Gildea-Dinzeo said.
"We all need to step back and
look at our relationships with
.
food."

THURSDAY, APRIL 27
STUDENT ART SHOW a.m. to 5 p.m.

Granite State Room, MUB, 9

LECTURE- "Poland: The Trojan Horse of Eastern Europe?"
or "Will the Soviet Union Lee My Peo_Rle Go?" Professor
Andrzej Bryk, Jaqellonian University in Poland. Room 204,
Horton, 12:30 to 1:30 p.m.
COLLOQUIUM - "Ethnic Consolidation Movements in
the USA: The Case of Arab Americans," Dr. Bud B. Khleif.
Room 439, Horton, 12:40 to 2 p.m.
BIOTECHNOLOGY SEMINAR - "Genetic Transformation
to Produce Plants that Resist Virus Infection," Dr. Roger
Beachy, .erofessor of biology, Washington University. Forum
Room, library, 1 p.m.
PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM - Howard Rachlin, Professor of Psychology, State University of NY at Stonybrook.
"Social Control and Self Control." Room 101/102, Conant,
3:40-5 p.m.
LECTURE - "Friehds of Ben Linder," Steve Allen and John
Wise, speaking on their experiences and Ben Linder, an
American killed by .the US oacked contras in Nicaragua in
1987. Carroll/Belknap Room, MUB, 7 p.m.
TALK - "Looking at Florentine Art," Professor Patricia
Emison, Ph.D in Art History. Room A204, Paul Arts, 7 p.m.,
$1 donation.
UNH THEATER - "Macbeth." Johnson Theater, Paul Arts,
7 p.m.
MUSO FILM - "After House." CANCELLED.

GEPHARDT
education budget in the past and ·
it is too late to try to bring back
old programs. But, he did support working on loan programs
so everyone who desires to .
attend college can have afair
chance to do so. He believes chat
new programs can be instituted
without coo much expense if
they are run correctly.
Gephardt. stressed chat leadership is needed by those in
school now.
"We have an obligation to
give something back for everything we have received," said
Gephardt. When students reach
the business world they should _

BIOTECHNOLOGY SEMINAR - "University /Industry
Relations from a Molecular Biologist's Perspective: From
the Laboratory to the Field." Dr. Roger Beachy, professor
of biology, Washington University. Room 219. Barton, 4
p.m.

(continued from page 1)
keep thei~~esponsibilityco their
country in mind.
Although Gephardt said he
was not planning to run for
president in 1992, he did use
his campaign slogan, "It's your
fight coo." It's important to
emphasize the role of all citizens
in the future of America as a
strong player in world trade.
Gephardt summed up his
speech by telling the audience
gathered in the Hillsborough
Sullivan Room of the MUB, that
they could lead the challenge
of the next 20 years to improve
America's position as a world
leader if they were willing to

do something about it.
Gephardt was a candidate in
the 1988 presidential race, but
dropped out because of a lack
of funds. This fact was brought
up during the question and
answer portion of his speech
when Diane Arinello, a UNH
student, asked for payment of
$133, which she said she earned
as a member of Gephardc's
campaign staff.
Gephardt reddened a bit, but
maintained his composure as
he apologized for the oversight
and asked for her name and
address so she could receive her
overdue payment.

CONCERT - NHOC presents "PHISH" an excellent band
of multipe talents throughout. A time not to miss! Strafford
Room, MUB, 8 p.m., $4.

FRIDAY, APRIL 28
STUDENT ART SHOW a.m. to 5 p.m.

Granite State Room, MUB, 9

MEMORIUM TO"BEN LINDER - Speakers, jugg_lers, and
information on this American who was killed by the US backed
contras in 1987. Thompson Hall lawn, 12:30 to 2 p.m.
UNH THEATER - "Macbeth." Johnson Theater, Paul Arts,
.
8p.m.

SUBMIT INFORMATION TO OFFICE OF STUDENT
ACTIVITIES IN THE MUB. CALL 862-1524 FOR FORMS
AND DEADLINES.

It's hectic,

was REALLY like????????

amusing,slightly confusing,

?

Did you ever wonder
what working at a newspaper
.::,

-

SEE FOR YOURSELF !

•

f
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OTICES
GENERAL
GREAT BAY FOOD CO-OP: We are a non-profit
store selling quality food for good prices. All our
policies are set by our membership with the best
interests of the consumer in mind. Come join us!!
Every Wednesday, Hubbard Hall Rec. Room, 4:30
p.m. to 7 p.m.
TGIF PIZZA LUNCH: Last TGIF pizza lunch of
the semester. $1 per slice and some of the best
company around. Friday, April 28. Pettee House,
2nd floor, Non-Traditional Student Center, noon
to 1:30 p.m.
YARD SALES: Amnesty International Group 136
will be holding two yard sales to raise money.
Saturday, April 29 and Saturday, May 6, 53 Cataract
Ave., Dover, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
ROCKFEST: Sponsored by COCA. Benefit for
Reforestation Project in Central America . Five
bands! Savoy Truffle, T.J. Wheeler, Rumplestilskin,
Union Street and Blues Beat. Come out to the Field
House and join the PAR TY WITH A CA USE!
Sunday, April 30, Boulder Field next to the Field
House, 11 a.m.-5 p.m., $5 donation.

MEETINGS
STUDENT COALITION FOR THE HOMELESS
MEETING: Do you have extra energy, enthusiasm,
and ideas? Join us for fundraising planning and
lots of fun. Wednesday, April 26, Room 125,
Hamilton Smith, 7 p.m.

ACADEMIC
PREPARING FOR GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL: Learn what you can begin to
do now to increase your chances of getting into
the graduate or professional school of your choice.
Wednesday, April 26, 3-4 p.m. & Thursday, April
27, 1-2 p.m. TASK center, College Rd,

SUBMIT INFORMATION TO OFFlCE OF
STUDENT ACTIVITIES IN THE MUB. CALL
862-1524 FOR FORMS AND DEADLINES.

Racing for special olympics
By Tim Ouellette
Lambda Chi Alpha raised
money for the Special Olympics
with its third annual "Spring
Into Shape" road race Saturday
morning.
Mike Daly, vice president of
Lambda Chi Alpha, organized
the race and said the event raised
over 200 dollars for the New
Hampshire Special Olympics.
Over 70 runners participated
in the race and had to pay a $3.00
entrance fee, which directly
went to the Special Olympics.
The winner of the race was
Mike Cannuscio, .who ran the
5K (three mile) race in 15:50.
Prizes also went to the top three
finishers in each division. The
prizes were donated by Durham

House of Pizza, Coca Cola,
Hyden Sports, Town and Campus, Scorpio's provisiom and
The Works.
According to Daly, the ratio
of Durham people and older
people who participated in the
race this year was greater than
last year. Daly sees this as a
positivt> -;ign because the race
is gaining more recognition.
"I was happy with the turnout, and I hope for more next
yc:ir." Daly said.
Steve Frikert, a Lambda brother, said the Greek turnout was
impressive. "The were lots of
runners there for a Saturday
morning."
Most of the Lambda brothers
participated in some way, either

h("Jr;n~ Ollt v.·irh pre registration, setting up the
finish line, or running the race.
The race began at Lambda,
went behind Sigma Phi Epsilon
co Oyster River High School ,
then to the New England Center
before finishing back in front
of Lambda.
Along the course Lambda
brothers directed the runners
at each corner and provided a
water stop.
The Durham police helped
things go smoothly by blocking
off the roads, providing a lead
and trail car and monitoring
busy intersections.
The race was well organized
and according to Daily, it "went
off without a hitch."

HONOR CODE
(continued from page 1)
Don Gordon, UNH accounting clerk supervisor, said the
fact chat the statement may not
be on all tests could send students conflicting signals.
"Some exams may not have
the statement," Gordon said.
"Does chat mean it's OK not
to be honest on those?"
Student Senator Andy Albright also urged the Academic
Senate not to pass the individual
oath provision of the code.
"To make students sign it
again and again is to say 'we
didn't believe you the first
time,"' Albright said.
Student senators at the meeting said the role of professors
in academic honesty is not

adequately addrc:S<;f'd in"current
policy.
Miller said, "It's not just the
student's responsibility, and I
don·t think the academic senate
realizes that."
Student Senator Alex Weill
said professors have widely
varying policies on working
togeth e r on homework and
studying previous tests, which
is confusing to students.
"There's so many differences
between professors on this,"
Weill said. "They often don't
state what their position is, and
you' re lef c to guess."
Marc Schwarz, associate pro
fessor of history at UNH, said
a ,;·ufessor's role is, obviously.

in upholding academic honesty.
"It seems aimost insulting cu
ask what our role is in academic
honesty," Schwarz said.
Miller moved to create an
academic senate committee to
investigate the role of professors in fostering academic honesty. The movement was defeated by a narrow margin.
The approved honesty code
is not a final solu cion co the
problem of academic Jishonesty
said Student Body Vice President Mike Rose.
"I support creating an atmosphere of academic honesty,"
Rose said, "and I look at chis
t1s just a first step. I chink we
could have done a lot more."

Harry Snout sure is
happy someone put
his picture in the NEW
HAMPSHIRE for his
BIRTHDAY!!
So what about your
Friends!!

Young's Restaurant in Durham
has one of the largest
breakfast and luncheon menus in the seacoast area.
Corr{e on in and see our newly expanded menu.
We now offer egg substitute, low calorie dressing, diet plates

and

~

~-

·

·

* For Lunch

·

fYW!iuv

a, ~vi&n,

~ / ' f l / &U;y

san9wiches and much more section. You may
choose between soup, salad and french fries. Potato
salad or cole slaw 1t1~ ~ ~ ~ A l l FOR LIN1)£R $3.11.

****************************************************
People freely juggled at the Smith Hall International Fiesta
this weekend. (Mike Parnham photo)

~

10% senior citizen discount
from 2-7pm daily.

48 Main St.
Durham

868-2688
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·

Do you Ii ·e the power
and respons ibility
that comes With being
an elite membe r of
The New Hampshire staff?
Do you like getting up
early?
Do you like drivin g a
deluxe,
smooth , vanilla -white van?
Do you like fifty bucks a
week?
Then, boy, oh boy, oh boy
have we ever got a job for
you!

The New
Hampshire
•

•

1s no_w accepti ng
applica tions for

Assista nt Circulation
Manager

Apply betwee n
10 a.m. and 3 p.m.
weekda ys
in room 151
of the MUB.
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Fiesta , fun and cultur e in one
By Victoria M. Fagouri
The music and the laughter
cou Id be heard from across the
street, a:nd the smell of good
food permeated the air. To top
it t>ff, it was · a beautiful spring
day and everyone wanted an
excuse to be outside.
This excuse was the Sixth
Annual International Fiesta
which took place th is past
Friday, April 21. For the first
time since the tradition began,
the fiesta continued into the
night with many activities and
special events to capture the
interests of everyone.
Yolande Lacan, a senior who
lives in the international dorm,
was the direcwr of the fiest;i.
Lacan said that the "purpose
of the fiesta was to promote
cultural awareness in a fun way."
According to Lacan, there are
approximately 15 different countries represented in the international dorm and at least that
many at the fiesta. Some of the
represented countries were Israel, Jordan, Nicaragua, South
Africa, India, France, and the
Soviet Union, just to name a
few. ·

Howev<>r, one point that

Lacan added is that "only about
one third of Smith Hall is
actually international students,
the rest are American students
interested in international affairs." Lacan is a communications rn.ijor with an interest in
international programming.
Included in the day's activities
were a reggae and cajun band,
Irish folk music, pinatas for the
kids, croquet, a Taekwando and
fencing demonstration, and
various tables filled with international foods and crafts.
Daniel Buisan, Sharon Heller,
and Suzanne Walter, all residents of Smith Hall, rented our
a table uncle;- the tent for $20
and filled it with such Spanish
treats as "Aroz con leche, gazpacho, and tortilla de patatas. "
Buisan, who has lived in Spain
and the United Scates intermittantly throughout his life said,
"Preparing for the fiesta was
a lot of hard work, but we
wanted to let the people know
a little bit about the Spanish
culture." The three students will
be able to keep whatever profit
they make from their table.
Pascale Perraudin, a French
foreign exchange student from
the University of Bourgogne,

said that what interested her
most was the amount of participation given by everybody, even
the people not directly involved.
"There was so much · activity
going on around the tents, and
. everybody seemed co have something to show and share," said
Perraudin.
Liisa Reimann, vice president
of Smith Hall, said that the
preparation process for the
fiesta started as early as last
semester, and all of it was done
by Smith residents and certain
individuals in Marston, Sawyer
and Scott Halls.
According co· Steven Roderick, business manager of the
Programming Funding Organization (PFO ), this year's fiesta
had a budget of $8182.73 . Roderick said that this year's fiesta
was ··more successful" than last
year's.
There were $1720 worth of
donations from various restaurants and shops in Durham and
the surrounding towns, as well
as a donation from President
Haaland and parents. The total
income from the fiesta itself was
$1975, said Roderick.
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__________ UFO _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ FAST _ _ __
Hastings provid~d a document which had reached the
desk of the Secretary of State
and the Secretary of Defense.
It described a dog fight betw&en
a UFO and an American F-4 .
Phantom jet over an Iranian
airfield in 1976, when Iran was
still our ally.
A pilot was awakened by
repeated phone calls concerning
an extremely bright object in
the sky. He eventually took his
jet up to investigate the reports.
Within 25 miles of the bright
object he suddenly "lost all
instruments and communications" the report said.
Once he turned the plane
around and was no longer a
threat, he regained contol of it,
th,· rernrt stared. The next jet
to go up tried to fire an air-to-

(continued from page 3)
air missile at the UFO, but its
systems failed just like the first
plane's.
Both pilots reportedly had to
make instrument landing because the intense lighting had
ruined their night.vision.
Hastings said he became
interested in UFOs at the age
of 16 when he was an "Air Force
rat ." Growing up on a base in
Montana, he was in the radar
room when five unidentified
objects appeared on the screen.
While they were being tracked
for 30 minutes, they performed
high speed aerie! manuvers
beyond the capabilities of jets.
He said that when two jets
were sent up to intercept the
UFOs, the grour ascended at
the speed of 4,800 m.p.h. Hastings said that reset rch deter-

1nined that this was near nuclear
silos, an occurrence which is·
"hardly unique."
But common occurrences such
as this do not get out because ·
military pilots and radar people
are forbidden to publicly report
on the incidents.
Hastings encouraged anyone
interested in the information
to obtain the formerly secret
documents through the FIA or
throuµh the Fund for UFO .
Research. He encouraged talk
about the subject to spread the
concern, because it is not going
to come from the government.
"What you've seen and heard
here," said Hastings, "is a hell
of a lot closer to the truth than
what your government has cold
you ."

(continued from page 1)
Not ail COCA members are
attention to the fact that people
ar~ still being murdered," Reed fasting. Andy Gamble is a
member of COCA and is spon.
said.
The _people who are fastrng soring the fast both morally and
are berng supported by both monetarily but will not be
fasting. "I can't go for four hours
.
faculty a_nd students.
Spanish professor Mo01ca without food, never mind four
Terregrosa is one of many days," Gamble said.
People who are not members
~ponsors _a to help the cause. "It
1s really rnterestrng and really of COCA but want to help can
important," Terregrosa said. either sponsor a faster or parShe doesn't think attitudes will ticipate in the events commemchange radically on campus but . orating the annual fast.
"more people may decide to get
involved," Terregrosa said.

A defC.nse against cancer
can be cooked up in your kitchen.
Fruits, vegetables, and wholegrain cereals such as oatmeal, bran
and wheat may help lower the risk
of colorectal cancer.
Foods high in fats, salt- or
nitrite-cured foods like ham, and

There is evidence that diet
and cancer are related. Some
foods may promote cancer, while
others may protect you from it.
Foods related to ·lowering the risk of cancer of the
larynx and esophagus all have
high amounts of carotene,
\ -:r~/~i-= ·•:•
\.
a form of Vitarriin A which
is in cantaloupes, peaches,
broccoli, spinach, all dark
green leafy vegetables, sweet
potatoes, carrots, pumpkin,
winter squash and tomatoes,
citrus fruits and brussels
sprouts.
Foocts·that may
help reduce-the risk
of gastrointestinal
and respiratory
tract cancer are
cabbage, broccoli,
brussels sprouts,
kohlrabi, cauliflower.
·~-·• •, ·: ··

\f

fish and
types of sausages smoked by traditional methods should be
eaten injnoderation.
Be moderace in
consumption of alcohol also.
A good rule of
thumb is cut down on
fat and don't be fat.
Wejght reduction may
lower cancer risk. Our 12-year study of nearly a
million Americans uncovered
high cancer risks particularly
among people 40% or more
overweight.
Now, more than ever, we
know you can cook up your own
defense against cancer. So eat
healthy and be healthy.
Noone faces
AMERICAN
cancer alone.
CANCER
I

•

,

•

SOCIETY®
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Random

Writings
Going Gaga
Over
Goo-Go o

DURHAM COPY
RESU
MES

Typing
Selection of paper
envelopes

The world is ending soon. The telltale signs of doomsday
are all around us. People were given the opportunity to
win Jon Bon Jovi's house. Even worse, people actually wanted
to win Jon Bon Jovi's house. Eve! Knievel's son followed
in his father's footsteps, and lived to tell about it. "Win, j
Lose, Or Draw" is still on the air. Need I say more?
Well, yes. In addition to the aforementione d omens of
armageddon (which would have Nostrndamus scratching
his head), there is one alarming trend in particular which
has me convinced of our impending doom. As a society,
our brains are regressing into a gelatinous, sugary substance
not unlike the myriad products Bill Cosby sells. This shocking
transformation is due to the constant proliferation of baby
marketing.
Babies are scary enough, what with all their crying and
whining and crapping all over the place. Not to knock the
little whelps, but dammit, somebody has to. Now we are
subjected to baby imagery and assorted doo-doo ~t every I
turn.
Just look at the Saturday morning cartoon lineup to see
the effect this trend is having on the little runb of society.
Once the home of Bugs Bunny and Scooby Doo, the screen
has become littered with the infant counterparts of these
animated characters. "The Flintstones," arguably one of
the best series of all time, have now become "The Flintstone
Kids." Are we to believe that1Fred, Wilma, Barney and Betty i
I
were all pals as kids? And that Dino was a baby dinosaur
who played with the troublesome tykes even then? I don't
buy it. But the impressionable young minds of our society
are just eating that crap up (so to speak). Then there are
"The Muppet Babies" and the thrice-damned S~rappy Doo,
whose malevolent influence on the "Scooby Doo" series
led to its eventual downfall.
This isn't just a Saturday morning phenomenon. Babies
and so-called cute kids are being shamelessly used to sell
everything from radial tires to life insurance. I'm sure
consumers sit down and seriously consider buying a certain
brand of tire because a baby is in the commercial. Actually,
your average six~month-old might have an extensive
knowledge of diapers, but tires? Nah.
Look at some of our top-selling artists. Debbie Gibson ,
sings something about "Electric Youth," but b~th her music /
and lyrics seem to be aimed at the Pampers set. Her latest :
video is a 37-minute exercise in strained-carrot-like tedium, '
and guess what? There's a baby at the beginning and end
of the video, just in case the song wasn't cutesy enough.
Her contemporarie s include such luminaries as Tiffany,
New Kids On the Block and other nausea-inducing younglings.
One can't overlook the slew of baby movies, either. In
the past few years, we've seen "Three Men and a Baby,"
"Baby Boom," "She's Having a Baby," "Adventures in ,
I
Babysitting," "Raising Arizona," "For Keeps" (Molly Ringwald !
has a kid - now there's a scary thought), and I know I've
missed at least 20. Not all these movies stink, but they all
relied on babies as both plot twists and marketing ploys.
So what do we do about this problem? First of all, lock
yourself in a real dark room with a year's supply of Fruit ,
Roll-Ups and don't come out. Ever. Actually, this isn't a
realistic goal, as the Fruit Roll-Ups would get moldy after
a week. In reality, there is no way to fight off this brainpickling disease. Even if you manage to avoid the baby
influence, there's still MTV and Geraldo to deal with. I should
know. I'm a casualty.
Jay Kumar watches too much television, and he is a
proud co-founder of the new 8-page LAPHOS. Oh yeah,
and sometimes he's a Staff Reporter for The New
Hampshire.
~
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PLUS

25 copies
25 envelopes
25 extra sheets of paper

~ nwk ~ witlv~ 1Je(J/(/ ~s~

868-7031
JAY KUMAR

ELECTRONICALLY TYPED
$18.50 INCLUDES

Jenkins Court, Durham, NH

open Monday-Friday
8:30am-5:30pm

DON'T WAIT FOR
BUSH OR EXXO N!
You can assist with the Wildlife Rescue a.d RecotJny in Prince William Sound, Alaska. Common dish detergents
are the most effective agents for cleaning oil covered seabirds, sea otters, and other marine animals.Just a $5.00
donation wiJJ purchase several bottles of tbeu tktergnts.

Please send a donation today to the recovery effort.
Make checks payable to:
Sierra Club-Alaska Office
(earmarked "oil spill")
and mail to:
Sierra Club
241 East 5th A venue Ste. 205
. Anchorage Alaska 99501

Ad paid for by:
New England Whale Watch, Inc.
P.O. Box 825, Hampton NH 03842
54 Merrimac St. Newburyport, MA 01950
207-646-9094 (eves.) Scott Mercer

Meet the two toughest cops in town.
Ones just

a little
smarter than
the other.

JAMES
BELUSHI

K- 9
AND INTRODUCING
JERRY LEE AS HIMSELF
1GORDON COMPANY~ AROD DAmEL.

"K-9" MEL HARRIS , Sii1EN SIEGEL
aSOOIT ~ ~ Mllffi GOODMAN

~ SIBVEN SIEGEL: DONNA SMTIH
~ IAWRENCE GOROON!ID
~ GORDON ~ ROD DAmEL
AUNMJS\L lrWJ Ola■llalalllllm.l(

IP(N3' - - - -• L

--~ ----•le

OPENS FRIDAY AT A TIIEATRE NEAR YOU.
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Taking a bite out of crime
By Erin Sullivan
Cruisers looked almost out
of place in the university police
parking lot Sunday afternoon.
Bicycles, lollipops and laughing children were all the sisters
of Delta Zeta and the police
department needed for a day of
crime prevention.
Fifteen children took part in
the semi-annual effort to obtain
fingerprints in the event of an
unfortunate kidnapping. As of
now, the team has fingerprinted
45 children at the UNH Police
Department.
Detective Paul Dean initiated
the project with Delta Zeta and
believed they had accomplished
a great deal for the Durham
community although only a
small number of children were
printed.
"Fifteen is better than zero,"
Dean said. "If one of these
(fingerprint) cards saves a child,
then we have done our job
today."
In addition to the fingerprinting , a total of $4 07 was also

raised through a bicycle auction
to help maintain the Crime
Prevention Programs O!} campus, said Dean. Twenty-five
bicycles were auctioned off to
a crowd of 75 people. The
highest bid was $62.
The money will be used to
develop two new programs for
the upcoming fall semester. A
Campus Crime Watch and Campus Crime Line will be incorporated, both relying on UNH
students to anonymously report
crimes taking place on campus.
According to Dean, the University Police recovers bikes
annually, and after one year has
possession of them. The 25
bikes were saved for the purpose
of the auction.
Dean said one man present
at the auction actually recognized his lost bicycle; producing
the key that fit the bike's lock.
He was allowed to take his bike
home free of charge.
The effort made by Delta Zeta
and the UNH Polin" Depart-

ment to stop crime in Durham
have also built a stronger re·1ationship between the Greeks
and the police, said Dean.
Gale Goodman, organizer of
the project, feels there is no
reason for the Greeks to be on
one side and the UNH Police
to be on the other. Programs
such as the fingerprinting proj ecc help to eleviate tension
between the two groups.
Christine Leinsing, historian
for Delta Zeta, also believes the
outcome of this project will be
positive.
"I think that everyone has
been looking at the Greek
System so negatively lately and·
we have done something positive," Leinsing said. "It was a
community project and the
Greeks and the police worked
together for the good of the
community."
Detective Dean agrees with
this view and is planning on
continuing this service every
semester.

Sights like this were common this Sun ay, as
ta ta helped
fingerprint children for safety. (Mike Parnham photo)

'' No matter how
bad they are,
Grandma loves
to hear the
latest jokes."

WHY SHOULD YOU
JOIN THE NEW HAMPSHIRE?
l.Popcorn,pocorn,popcorn!
2. It's a hipper place to
hang around than the
Mub Pub. Do they have
satin pillow cases? I don't
think so.

3. You can't beat the 0
dental plan.

I
g

8o 4.canBecause
some people
smell
colors.

0

8 5. We've been doing nu- 8
0 ·clear f-ttsion in our dark- 0
0 room for years.
0

g

0 6. We don't make you

8 read The Illiad or "The
8 Yellow Wallpaper."

§

7. Get the scoop on the
number one newspaper
0
insider secret: The magic
of photosynthesis.

I

0
0
8. Only the number "six" 0
works on all our tele-1
phones. And our calendars only have "Thursdays."

8

9. Multipy your intelli-o
g ence by a factor of§!
O twenty.
0

0

I§

§§TheTheNewFew.Hampshire.
The Lond.

out and touch someone~

If YOU 'd like to know more
abc)UtAT&T products and
services, like the AT&T Card,
call us at 1 800 222-0300. ·

0

10. You can view .ourO
world famous jar of vo mit
and our well known cup OI
o' phlegm.

0

fou miss her sparkling
sense of humor. She misses
you and your jokes. Even the
bad ones. That's one good
reason to call long distance .
AT&T Long Distance Service
is another good reason. Because it costs less than you
think to hear your grandmother start to giggle before you even get to the
punch line.
So whenever you miss
her laughter, bring a smile
to her face with AT&T. Reach

8

I

0000000000000000

--

-AT&T
-

The right choice.

/,
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THE DEPARTMENT m SPANISH AND
CLASSICS
1989 SUMMER SESSION SP,A "'JISH COURSES
Spanish 401 -02 (EIP.n11•ntary Spanish)
. May 22-~une 23, M-F, 8-11 AM

UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

THEATER& DANCE

·. rfl

Department of Theater and Dance presents
William Shakespeare's tragedy
directed by John Edwards
April 20 and 26 at 10:30 A.M.
April 21 and 22 at 8:00 P.M.
April 26 and 27 at 7:00 P.M.
April 28 and 29 at 8:00 r.M.
Johnson Theater
.
Paul Creative Arts Center
Durham
General: $6
UNH Students/Employees/Alumni, Seniors: $5
Reservations: 862-2290
Dinner Theater Package: New England Center Restaurant

RIEFER'S
SPORTSWEAR
Student
Organizations
Fraternities
Sororities
CALL TODAY:
1-800-274-3337
161 PORTLAND AVE.
DOVER, NH 03820
(603) 743-4763

IRTS - SPORTSWEAR
ECEWEAR - BOXERS

STRAFFORD PLACE

Mind power bends spoon
By Angelique Davi
Imagine what it would be like
if you knew exactly what your
roommate thought of you.
According to mentalist Craig
Karges, who mystified a crowd
of approximately 60 on Sunday
night with mind reading, Extra
Sensory Perception and intuition, this may be a possiblity.
Karges spoke as part of Residence Week, which is designed
to get students involved in
campus activites.
Most people are familiar with
the term "poltergeist," from
both the movie and the sequels.
German for "noisy ghost," it
is a phenomenon many people
have experienced, like the
mystical rearrangement of their
furniture, or "their little sister
being sucked into the televison
set," said Karges.
This phenomenon can occur
through psychokinesis, which
is the power to move objects
using only the mind. A person
could also cause it to happen
without being conscious of his
thoughts or it could simply be
a practical joke.
Karges astounded the audience with this phenomenon
by lifting a table and moving
it around the stage simply by
placing his fingertips upon the
top. The crowd stared in amazement as the table practically flew
through the air. Karges also
moved a block of wood without
touching it.
In the first part of the one
hour show, Karges, through the
use of "psychometry," and the
help of five volunteers, was able
to determine who owned a
particular item. By merely holding the object, like a watch or
a ring, in his hand he claimed
he could learn a bit about that
individual's personality.
"This person has a sense of
humor, is careful about his
appearance and possesses hidden intelligence," Karges said,
and returned the i tern to the
correct owner.
Among his most mind boggling performance was the mind
reading portion of the show.
Karges asked people in the
audience to concentrate on their
name or intials, and any thought
they chose - a word, phrase, or
phone number. After a moment
of silence, Karges asked if there
was anyone in the room with
the intials J.B. One person stood
up. Kaf-ges claimed he knew his
first name was Jeff. He then
asked Jeff if he was thinking
about a phrase with the. intials
G.A. He was. Karges asked him
if the phrase he had been
thinking of was "genetic alteration."

You're under my control.You will fill your nostrils with
Wiz! (Mike Farnham photo)
Karges was correct.
ing the phone will ring and it
Jeff Bartlett, the sophomore does, or knowing who is calling
who participated in that mind before answering it.
reading, had never experienced
Karges has never worked
this before. "Nowadays, ever- one-on-one with people predictything is done through a scien- ing their futures. His uncle dealt
tific approach," Bartlett said. in that medium and had people"He raised some serious meta- grow too dependent on him for
phys ica I questions here to- answers. When his uncle died,
night."
many people were lost.
Becca Cain, a sophomore, had
He described it as seltlittle difficulty believing in
fulfilling prophecy. On the
Karges ability to mind read. "He
college circuit, students ask
picked up on such unique
words_," she said, "like genetic Karges for answers to their
alteration." She had seen Karges problems. "If I tell a student he
perform in the dining hall is going to fail his test tomorearlier that day. He had bent row, then he will think, 'Oh well,
no need to study I'm ·g oing to
a spoon with the power of his
fail anyway,' " Karges said. "Or
mind.
if I say he will do well, he will
Karges believes he was not
think, 'No need to study, I'm
born with this ability, but ingoing to do well.'"
stead developed it over the
years.
According to Karges, the
When Karges was nine, he average person only uses 10-20
said, he dreamt of rhe cottage percent of his mind. He asked
he would be vacationing in with the audience to consider the
his family before he even saw possibilities of communicating
it. When his family arrived at without the use of words, or
the cottage the layout and decor gestures, and -to consider the
endless abilities of the mind.
were similar to his dream.
Following that day, he worked
with his uncle, a psychic con"Technology is wonderful,"
sultant and vaudevillian, to Karges said, "but the most
improve the skills he now uses fascinating com purer is with
during his shows.
each of you, your minds. Learn
Karges described the com- to use it to its full potential.
mon psychic incidents many Your mind is only limited by
people have ex_eerienced; sens- one thing, yourself."

S-U:M:MER. R.EN"T .A.LS
Newly renovated and furnished, STRAFFORD PLACE
offers the following features:
• Single and double occupancy rooms.
• Electric heat with individual thermost~ts.
• Kitchenettes in each unit.
• Telephone and televJsion jacks in rooms.
• Cable tv available.

• Attractively furnished and air conditioned
patio room for comfortable studying.
STRAFFORD PLACE is located at the edge of the
campus, within a short walking distance to
classrooms.
For rental information, call
868-2192.

10-14 Strafford Avenue, Durham. New Hampshire 03824

THERE'S A JOB FOR YOU IN A
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Sundays, 5 - 8 p.m., with Bruce Pingree.
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10% OFF
RESUME TYPESETTING
with this co~pon

KINKO'S COPY CENTER
51 MAIN STREET, DURHAM, NH
868-6322
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WATCH FOR OUR
WEEKLY SPECIALS
Sunday , Monday
Small Cheese $2.00
"e.d '1o.t

~
~

Tuesday
Large Cheese $4.00
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For Prompt Deliveries ... 868-2224
From 5:00pm to Close
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TOW N COUNCIL

THOM PSON

(continued from page 3)

M,Rf . . . . . . . . .

$259
269
355

London
Parts
Athens
Caracas

185

Tokyo

370

Cairo

385

Madrid

285

have been tho~e ot the Master
"Ir's a new thing for them
Plan of the rn;u ncil involving too," said Valerio . And she
student housing on Main St. and added that the town council
the water/sew age problem of members were putting forth
Durham, said :Valerio. There their own efforts co make chis
has also been some interest work.
proposed by members in prom"They ' ve all been so recepoting the observance of Martin tive," she added and said each
Luther King Day.
member has even ordered a
"It's issues like this that I weekly subscriptio n to The New
know we can both help each Hampshire.
other out on," said Valerio. Tm
Valerio herself will be writing
really looking forward to it."
a weekly article for The New
Valerio will remain in Dur- Hampshir e in order to do her
ham this summer to fulf iff her pare to keep students informed.
new position' and is eager to
"Unity is just so necessary to
begin this new line of commun- get things done," said Valerio.
ication.
· _ __ _

(continued from page 2)
UNH state, regional, national
and even internation al recognition, according to Bowden.
Bowden believed that Thompson would be "proud of the way
UNH is trying to fulfill its
mission in the role of resource
managem ent" but might be
disappoin ted with the degree
to which agricultur e is being
supplanted by condos and parking lots. Harter agreed, "Development is a given. We strive
to teach how to do it best."
Susan Russel, a technician in
the Forest Resources Depart_m ent and a student in Earth

Sciences, said that she is realistic
about the value of the environment in people's minds, "people
won't listen until it can be
presented in terms of money."
She felt professors have a good
understand ing of environme ntal concerns but has reservation s
about students.
Michael Snyder, a senior who
believes that nature is important, was using a remarkabl e
piece of machinery to test and
plot the phosophor ous content
of samples from the White
Mountains.

Some restrictions apply. Taxes not

irduded. Eurailpasses issued on the spct!
FREE Student TraYef Catalog.

Counci
BoJ!ston St. #201
Boston, MA 02116
617-266-1926

C

J

1384 Mass. Ave.
Cambridge, MA 02138
617-497-1497

M.II Student Ctr. W20-024 84 Mass. Ave.
Cambridge, MA 02139 617-225-2555

PURDY
SELF-STORAGE

CENTER

WHY

HAUL IT
HOME?
SUMMER
STORAGE
SPECIALS
Hauling it home is out.
Storing it at Purdy Self
Storage is in!

STUDENT
SPECIALS

__________________________

__,

Shared U-Houl truck
rentals
Shored storage
Private
4 ft. x 4 ft. bins
Safe and secure
in our dry, above ground
fire-~rotected building.

~--.,_.--------rm

We need student
coordinator s on & off
campus to help organize
their friends or help them
get organized!

PURDY
SELF-STORAGE

CENTER

THE PERFECT SOLUTION
56 Sixth St., Dover, NH 03820
TEL: 742-4422

If you know your way around a keyboa rd-typew riter, word processor or compu terwe know a way to make your knowled ge pay off this summe r
Just register with us at Kelly Temporary Services.
We've got the kind of summe r jobs you'll love to get your hands on.
Choose your own assignments. Work as much as you want. Or as little as
you need.
And if you're not a keyboa rd wizard, there's still plenty of work to go around.
Receptionist. File-Clerk. Accounting Clerk. Product Demonstrator. Stock Handle r
Check the white pages for your nearest Kelly office. It doesn't cost you a
thing to register And chances are we can
help you make the coming summe r
KEL'~YTem~orary
months everyth ing you want them to be.
Services
Richly rewarding.
·
The 1<e11y Girl People-The Rrst And The Best....

L

•i
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~SAFE~RJDES~~
Applications Now Available for:

Director of
Chairperson,
Drivers/Dispatchers)
Budget Manage~
Marketing Manager
-These compensated positions look great
on resumes and are highly regarded
by employers.

-Applications can be picked up in Room 203
in the New Health Facilities Buildings
·-Please inquire only if you have a sincere interest
.
in working for Safe Rides

Safe Rides runs
every Friday and Saturday
from 10 p.m. - 2 a.m.
and can be reach ed at 862-1414
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Editorial
Psyc hics and sauce rs·
We've seen, these past few days at UNH,
two different entertainers who have dealt
with topics often laughed at by the majority
of the populace. From them, we've learned
that it is a very healthy thing to be skeptical.
On Sunday 01ght, supposed mentalist
Craig Karges entertained an average-sized
crowd with his feats of psychic ability.
Karges used a variety of old parlor tricks, ·
such as bending a spoon with his 'mind',
a trick that any two-bit magician can do
while in a coma. And then he used a trick
that's been perfected in the horoscopes
of many a newspaper. For lack of _a better
word, we'll call this the 'make-a-descriptio nso-vague-that-it-a pplies-to-everyon e' trick.
In horoscopes, -this technique involves
creating a prediction, supposedly tailormade to someone's birthdate. Of course,
the prediction usually goes something like
this -- 'You will meet a member of the
opposite sex. Money plays a big role
tomorrow. Walks on the highway could
prove dangerous. A void eating sawdust.'
The horoscope is so vague and open-ended
that it could apply to you, your grandmother,
and your pet snail, Willy.
Karges used this method in a trick where

he supposedly discovered personal information about an audience member simply
by holding a belonging of theirs in his hand.
He stunningly announced, just from one
guy's trinket, that the student "has a sense
of humor, is careful about his appearance
and possesses hidden intelligence." Gasp!
The man is a super-genius! Seriously, who
does that description not apply to?
Karges did other, more impressive tricks,
but there's nothing to suggest that the
things he did were anything but tricks. He
entertained, which he was there to do, but
the discerning student shouldn't be sucked
into his mental mumbo-jumbo.
In contrast to this, we have UFO expert
Robert Hastings, who spoke Monday night
to a full house in the MUB Strafford Room ..
Hastings showed government document
upon government document, obtained via
the Freedom of Information Act, which
certainly seemed to indicate the presence
of craft of alien origin. Hastings showed
declassified information detailing a dogfight
between an F-4 and a UFO over Iran in 1976,
as well as a memo pertaining to an alleged
crash of a UFO near Los Alamos, New

Mexico and the subsequent retrieval of three
tiny alien bodies, all of which was covered
up by the government. ·
Hastings' claims seem much more farfetched than those of Karges. Yet he differs
from the 'mentalist' in one respect: he can
back up his claims with documented
evidence. Karges can swear up and down
that he's using his mind to move objects
and read the psyches of others, but there
is not a shred of scientific proof to back
him up. Hastings can make claims that seem
outrageous; but he has the data to support
those claims. This is not to say that all UFO reports
should be viewed as gospel; on the contrary,
there is a great deal of undisguised crap
floating around out there. Stories of
abductions should be looked at in an
especially wary eye. And this isn ' t to say
that all psychics are hoaxes; it ju~t hasn't
been proven to anyone's satisfaction that
these 'mentalists' are actually using their
mind, and not sleight-of-hand, to accomplish their deeds of wonder.
It is best, when dealing with topics such
as these, to try sifting the substantiated
from the specious.

Bob Durling
Editor-in-Chief elec-.

Jeans Day
To the Editor:
April 18 w as Blue Jeans Day.
From what I understand this day
was to make people recognize the
Gay Civil Rights Issue . What it
really is, is a way for the campus
homosexuals to be recognized by
suckering people into wearing Blue
Jeans.
People are going to wear Blue
Jeans anyway. It is like having a Hair
Day; everybody is going to keep
their hair no matter what.
I think that wearing plaid pants
would be more suitable. And, I
would wear plaid pants for something like Black Equality and the
ERA but, homosexuals? Homosexuals have to come to face the facts.
Homosexuality is not accepted by
· the general population.
I was very happy to see that the
majority of the campus population
did not wear Blue Jeans. I asked a
couple of people what they thought
of this Blue Jean thing and one
person said, "Everybody knows that
I hate Homo's so I will wear Blue
Jeans anyway."
I read one article that said we take
wearing Blue Jeans for granted. But,
we also throw away vast amounts
of food without thinking of starving
people. We take the food we have
for granted. Would the homosexuals -ask us to starve for a day?
Would anybody do ic? ... Fac Chance!
From what I could tell (by the
number of people wearing Blue
Jeans) is that homosexuals are not
accepted on this campus.
In order to get an accurate idea
on how the UNH Student Body
feels about homosexual rights, there
would have to be some sort of survey
taken. This Blue Jean Day may or
may not have given an accurate idea
on how well we respect their Civil
Rights.

Blue Jean Day was a stupid idea experience at ,this university. Her
and I hope that if there is a survey, intentions of the Crop Walk were
the results would show the same admirable and it's a shame that such
thing as the apparent Blue Jeans lazy, complaining students had the
Day. utter gahl to complain about walkTodd Paquette ing in a race for hunger! Give me
a break! Next rime, try to pick
something to complain
about that
doesn't make you look so selfcentered, ... A walk for HUNGETo the Editor:
After almost completing three R ... You complained about a walk
for HUNGER!!!
years here at the University of New
Hampshire, I have only run into
Kim Varney
a handful of teachers that I feel truly
Junior
care about the welfare of the
students. That list of teachers
includes Patty Bedker, a teacher
whom I had for Animal Science 401
my Sophomore year. I couldn't
believe the slanderous remarks and
complaints made against a teacher To the Editor:
I feel is rare in her compassion to
Maybe you can shed some light
care about the rights of the students on a question that has been burning
at this university.
in my mind ever since I came to
I can't directly speak to the issue UNH. What is the purpose of a
of the Crop Walk that the two siren? Is it a device used by law
students, Julie Leonhardt and Tia enforcement and paramedic units
Kratsa, wrote about in a previous to warn unsuspecting pedestrians
New Hampshire, because I was not and motorists of emergency situain Patty Bedker's Food and People tions, or are they just a tool in the
class this semester. I can only speak hands of extremely bored public
for th'e admiration I have for Patty servants to wake and annoy all
Bedker as a teacher and a person.
persons within a 40 mile radius?
Patty Bedker is the kind of I'm sure it must be the latter. This
teacher that will add you to her class morning (Monday) at 6:52 a.m. I
because she feel that every student was flung into consciousness by the
'Ambulence from Hell' as it blared
should have the right to get the its ultra-sonic siren from the Field
classes that they want. Patty Bedker
is the kind of teacher that wants House all the way to downtown
you to call her Patty. Patty is the Durham. This was not the first time
kind of teacher who will bend over I have heard that ungodly racket
backwards ro help her students. at ridiculous hours of day and night.
Patty gives her students her home
I am on exchange from San Diego
phone number, (to a class of 300!). State University, a university of
Patty trusts her students and wants 40,000 students in a city of over 1
the best for chem. Patty is the kind million. I have never heard so many
of reacher that will be symapathetic damn sire;i°s in my life! What's the
toastudentwhohadmo noatfinals pro?l~m. Is this some _sort of
time and doesn't make her take the ·sad1st1c re".enge? A childhood
final
fantasy realized? Hey guys, relax
P~tty just wants her students to a little. I think ~ou've beqn drinking
benefit from her classes, and their too much caffrne or cough sy~up'

Crop

Sirens

or somethmg.
Signifioantly Pissed ,
Justin McCarrer
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University Forum
Pride Day
By Wendy Hammond
Tomorrow, Wednesday, April 26 is Pride Day
at UNH. It will be a campus "clean-up" day where
the entire University community can join together
in a campus-wide beautification project. Everyone
at the University, including students, faculty and
staff, are strongly encouraged to show their pride
in UNH and get involved.
·
On Pride Day there will be several contests for
people to enter, including one for the biggest volume
of trash collected and another for the most recyclable
cans collected. The groups that collect the most
trash and recyclable cans will win cash prizes ranging
from $75 .00 to $200.00. Any group can enter these
contests, so get some friends together and join in
the events. Not only can you and your friends have
fun showing that you care and respect this campus,
you can win money, too!
UNH is a beautiful campus, and you can help
it look even more beautiful by joining in on Pride
Day. Everyone can get involved--all you need to
do is get some friends together to form a group,
and enter the contests. Ask a professor to join in
with you to clean up the campus.
Help to make UNH more than just another
University. Show your pride in our campus, and
get involved tomorrow--Pride Day, April 26. Help
make UNH our community.
(For more information on the contest call Mary
Faucher at 862-2268.)
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W end;1 Harnrnond is the Student BodJ 1 President.

Enough junk food
·By Greg Scouras
"You used to be so amused
At Napolean in rags and the language that he
used
Go tc him now, he calls you, you can't refuse
When you ain't got nothing, you got no thin' to
lo.re
You 're invisible nou·, you got no secrets to
conceal... ''
Now try to imagine Bob Dylan singing
'Tnz not your father. Huh! SEX!
I'm not your brother. Huh! SEX!
Talk to your sister. Huh! SEX!
I AM A LOVER! HUH! SEX!"
I can't either. Popular music has changed so much
in the last two decades it's sad. With few exceptions,
pop-rock today is so clouded by synthesized dru_ms
and keyboards, silly lyrics, redundant percussion
and stale, meaningless bass lines that there 's no
room left for real music.
How did this happen? Maybe videos are partly
responsible. After all, why refine your music when
you can cover it with make-up, women in lingerie
and explosions? Have you noticed MTV is best with
the sound turned off?
Or maybe it's just technology. I bet it's more
tempting to be sloppy with your music when you
can hide bad lyrics and harmonic slips behind the
warm hum of a synthesizer.
But whatever the cause, music just isn't the same.
Look again at the lyrics.
This is 1967:
"Follow her down to a bridge by a fountain
Her rocking-horse people eat marshmellow
pies ... " ·
.
And cellophane flowers and marmalade skies
tangerine trees and looking-glass ties. Every phrase
brings a picture to mind.
This is 1988:
__.." What I am
Is what I am
Is what you are
Or what?"
Which in comparison, might as well read
"What I am
Is a Hostess Cupcake
A Hostess Cupcake
Or what?"
Maybe this version is marketable, too. How could
it fail? Pop-rock today IS a Hostess Cupcake. All
right, laugh at the idea . But remember, these are
the late Eighties. Backed by a good synthesizer and
flashy video I'm sure somebody would sw::illow it.
Grel!, Scouras is a junior m.:iioring in Electrical Engineering.

What it is to be an Armenian
By Marc A. Mamigonian
In the last year or so Armenia has been in the to discredit the Armenian Genocide and push it
news more than at any time in the last seventy years. out of memory. I realize, though, perhaps more
All over the world, Armenians felt a rush of than before, that no matter what happens,earthnationalistic pride as millions of Soviet Armenians quakes, genocides, or other calam1t1es, the idea
filled the streets of Yerevan to protest against the of Armenia is a reality to all Armenians. It is real
unjust rule of an Armenian region in neighboring to me even though I do not speak the language,
Muslim Azerbaijan. Soon, this pride changed turned or live in an Armenian community, or belong to
to anger as news spread of Azeri atrocities against the Armenian Church. It was not just the Christian
Armenians within that land. It was the same old faith that my ancestor, St. Vartan, spoke of some
song: valiant yet futile dreams of restored glory 1500 years ago before he went into battle against
to Armenia, dreams that have existed for hundreds another would be conqueror: "From this faith no
of years before I thought them and which will one can s_h ake us, neither angels nor men; neither
continue long alter I am gone. Then, last December, swords, nor fire, nor water, nor all other horrid
cane the horrible earthquake which killed anywhere tortures." This is also a faith in the undying
Armenian spirit.
between 20,000 and 50,000 Soviet Armenians.
Probably the most famous Armenian American
The tragic events of last December set me to
thinking about something that usually does not was William Saroyan, the Pulitzer Prize winning
hit me until this time of year. Yesterday, April 24, author. In a 1935 story, "The Armenian and the
was Armenian Martyrs Day, a day when Armenians Armenian," he summed up my feelings better than
remember those millions who died at the hands I ever could. I quote it at some length.
"I should like to see any power of the world destroy
of the Turks in 1915-1918. The thoughts that came
early were these: what is it to be an Armenian? this race, this small tribe of unimportant people,
whose history has ended, whose wars have all been
A loaded question, to be sure.
.
Last December, shortly after the eacthquade, fought and lost...
Go ahead, destroy this race. Let us say it is again
the media was flooded with images of weeping
Armenian women and wailing children. If there 1915. Destroy Armenia. See if you can do it. Send
had been TV cameras in Armenia in 1915, a similar them from their homes into the desert. Burn their
picture would have presented itself. Is to be an houses and their churches. See if they will not live
Armenian, then, to live in the knowledge that tragedy again ... See if the race will not live again when two
, and misery are never far from memory? This is of them meet in a beer parlor, twenty years after,
too bleak, surely. Is it, then, to know that when and speak in their tongue ... See if you can stop them
human misery does occur, one always has someone from mocking the big ideas of the world, you sons
to share the misery? This is less than cheerful, too, of bitches, a couple of Armenians talking in the
but this is how I felt when I saw the pictures of world, go ahead and try to destroy' them."
Someday, perhaps, I will find words of my own
the earthquake victims; I am one of them. Whether
it is sharing national pride or suffering as one, each to say the same thing, but until that time, I will
point people to that passage, whenever someone
Armenian shares the experience.
All of this may seem a bit hollow because there asks me what an Armenian is.
no longer is an Armenia, as such; the Turks saw iviarc A. Mamigonian is an Arts and Entertainment
to that in 1915. Last year at this time, for those
staff reporter for The New Hampshire and a proud
of you keeping scnre at home, I wrnte of the attempts
co-founder of LAPHOS.

App lica tion s are now bein g accepted for :
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STUDENT SENATE
I/
Please' return to the Stude nt Senate Office by 4.·00pm,
April 26th, to Ann-M arie Elek.
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Arts & Entertainment
Variety Show Benefits the Homele ss

By Alex Berger
The only disappointing thing
about the Second Annual Variery Show, sponsored by the
Student Coalition for the Homeless, was the turnout. Only about
150 people showed up to watch
local talent perform in support
of New Hampshire's homeiess.
Held in the auditorium of
Portsmouth High School last
Saturday night, the Variety
Show featured an unusual mix
of talent that included several
Boston-area comedians, music
by Savoy Truffle and Dave
Mallet, and a rocking performance by The Fools.
The event was emceed by Al
Kaprelian (a.k.a. Weatherman
"Good eeeevninp' ' Al) of
WNDS-TV 50 and was taped
by the <;tation to air next Friday.
The show started off with
Jimmy Tingle, a political comedian from Boston who has
previously appeared on the
Johnny Carson Show.
During a short wait between
acts, Al Kaprelian introduced
the show co the TV audience
(the show will be aired on April
28 to solicit donations for the
homeless of New Hampshire
from viewers at home) and he
gave the numbers to call and
donate.
Savoy Truffle was the second
,, ·r , r ,.he ni!?ht. Thev nlavPrl

well and the audience, mostly
is what you tind in the bottom
made up of local townspeople of your soap dish.
familiar with the band, loved
Moto is a national comedian
the show.
and travels all over the country
Al came our again and it was
with his jokes. He said his last
obvious that the Variety Show performance was in Bangor,
was going to turn our to be more
Maine, where flannel shirts are
like a public TV telethon. He
formal dress. He called MIT a
repeated his request for dona- school for unemployed potential
cions from the home audience,
Nobel Prize winners.
the live audience yelled when
The next act, Guilty Children,
Al told them to; thus the even- performs throughout New Enging progressed.
land and appeared on Cinemax
Comedian Jim Carey, also
with their improvisational show
from Boston, was the next act
that uses audience participation
in the show. He systematically
to include the audience in their
insulted Vermont drivers, cal- skits.
ling the state the hi-beam capital
For their first skit, the perof the world; Maine turnpikes, formers asked the audience co
pointing out that roadside signs call out different emotions. The
like "Look before changing audience came up with a list of
lanes,'' "Stay alert," and "Check · about ten. They then asked for
your tire pressure" sound like a place , someone yelled the
pages from a drivers ed manual ; Sheraton Portsmouth. The skit
and Dan Quayle, remarking that was about two people, a desk
there were more sightings of clerk and a homeless man,
Elvis than Dan in the time arguing about letting the man
between election day and inaug- get a room. As the skit went on,
urarion.
various emotions were called
The next comedian, Mike out and the performers did their
Moto, was originally from San best to portray the emotion and
Fransisco but moved to Boston fit it into the script.
because, he said sarcastically,
Another skit was a parody of
"it's so radically diverse." Moro the game show 'Jeopardy"'with
stated he was one-half Japanese the audience yelling out answers
(although he doesn't look it) and the performers coming up
and listed some of the racial with matching questions. Guilty
slurs he encountered in the East: Children are a very funny and
Chink,Jap, Gook. Gook. he said, spontaneous group of per-

formers . The use of audience
participation helped to keep the
audience entertained and involved in t~e show. .
.
After a f1fteen-mmute mtermission that turned into a halfan-hour, Al came back out to
incro~uc~ the ne_xc act, screwed
up his Imes twice and had to
leave the stage and start over
again. ~ g~ess hosting a Vari_ery
Show 1sn t as easy as readrng
a weather map.
The second musical act of the
evening was a country singer/songwricer named Dave
Mallet. Mallet, on guitar, was
accompanied by Chris Neville
on piano and the two played
several songs that the audience
seemed to enjoy . Although
Mallet is originally from Maine,
he moved to Nashville, Tennessee to be closer to the heart of
country music.
The final, and most lively, act
of the evening was The Fools,
a band originally from Ipswich,
Massachussets.
The Fools put on a shortened,
but not toned down, show which
included songs such as Manfred
Mann's hit "Do Wah Diddy,"
"Bite it" (which lead singer
Mike Girard said is really about
food), and ended off with "She
makes me feel big."
As in their regular shows,
Girard stripped down to his

.,_,_\.;ra striped bikini underwear
despite being on TV, and added
clothes as he sang ocher songs.
It was unfortunate that The
Fools had to cut their show short
due to time restrictions. The
Fools never had a chance to play
some of their best songs, like
"World Dance Party" and "I
Rock. .. Therefore I Am" because
they ran out of time.
It was too bad that more
students (and even more people) didn't attend the Variety
Show. Although there was a
special COAST bus to take
students directly from campus
to Portsmouth High School, it
wasn't full. The eight-dollar
ticket price may have seemed
a bit high for students, but it
was well spent to see the talent
that performed. Not to mention
that the money beneficed an
often overlooked cause.
If you're beating your head
against a wall because you
missed the show, you can stop.
The entire Variety Show will
be shown on WNDS-TV 50 at
8:00 on Friday, April 28. Tune
in to see the talented acts or to
see Al ask for donations for the
over 14,000 homeless in New
Hampshire. I'm not sure The
Fools will be quite as good on
TV as they are live, but the show
is worth seeing nonetheless.

Concrete Blonde
Axis, Boston
Friday, April 21
By Arthur Lizie

The more sensitive moments,
including "(You're The Only
One) Can Make Me Cry,"
"Dance Along The Edge," and
"Little Sister," were nice, but
often lacked verve. Blonde's
cover songs reflected their
regressive, dinosaur-ish side:
Hendrix's "Castles Made of
Sand," The Who's "Bargain,"
and The Dream Syndicate's
retro-rock "Medicine Show."
These songs were fun, but their
necessity is another question.
Concrete Blonde's gro.up dynamics have changed. Singer
Johnette Napolitano has given
up playing the bass in favor of
newcomer Alan Bloch. Napolitano often seemed uncomforcable without an instrument for
protection, but compensated
with a sincere, although often
aimless, Siouxsie Sioux/female
rock singer act. Guitarist James
Andrew Mankey, the backbone
of the band, drummer Harry
Rushakoff, and Bloch were
visually unspectacular, but musically able.
Aside from the aforementioned song problems, two factors
not under the band's control
,detracted from the show. First,
there was an alarming lack of
crowd participation, due to the
fact that mcuh of the ·material
was unfamiliar, as the new
album hit the streets less than
a week before the show. Second,
Axis' "hip" post-apocal-ytic
atmosphere is not fit for rock

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Blonde Is Back
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Concrete Blonde played at Axis in Boston this past Friday to an unenthusiastic crowd.
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Concrete Blonde, an X-ish,
post-punk L.A. rock band, were
one of the most critically acclaimed bands of 1987. They
received reams of praise in such
respected publications as Roiling Stone, the Los Angeles
Times, and The New Hampshire. Then, for the next two
years, they disappeared from
the face of the earth: Gone and
pretty much forgotten . Last
week they resurfaced with a new
album, Free, and a brief getreacq u a in red tour which
stopped at BoSCOn's Axis club
Friday night.
Free is a competent followup to True. There's nothing as
immediately striking as "Still
in Hollywood" or "Your Haunted Head," but the album is
consistent.
It features a diverse menu of
musical styles, including funky
snippets of rap ("Roses Grow"),
biting post-punk ("God Is A
Bullet"),charmingwhimsy ("Litde Conversations"), and enjoyable arena rock (Thin Lizzy's
"It's Only Money"). Like the
new fIREHOSE record, it's
short but st rong.
Friday night Concrete Blonde
were good, but it seems they
could have been better. They
spent too much time on mediocre arena rock numbers and
whimsy and too little time

and rolll. If you want to enjoy
disco g ow ·in satin tunics, AXIs
exploiting their strong punk
is the place to go; if you want
background.
to rock, it's not.
The punkish tunes brought
Concrete Blonde put on a
the highlights: the breakneck
good show, but ultimately didn't
"Your Haunted Head," the
f
·
· h "S ·11 I H II
d ,,
live up to the promise o their
fevens
t1
n o ywoo ,
lb
Th b d ·11
d h b
b st · "G O d I A
a urns.
e an w1 return
~n II t ~ om a ic
s
this summer, hopefully playing
u . er._ Numbers such, a~ the
a better venue and riding high
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Go od Mo1"ning
By Marc A. Mamigonian
What a pleasant surprise See
You In the Morning turned out
to be. I had been seeing previews
for the film for months, and it
looked like an utterly predictable
and conventiona l romantic
comedy. Never was there an
indication of the warmth and
amiability that the film possesses in abundance.
See You In the Morning was
written and directed by Alan J.
Pakula, and it stars Jeff Bridges,
Alice Krige; Farrah Fawcett,
Drew Barrymore, and Lukas
Haas. Bridges plays a recent
divorcee (Fawcett is his ex) whq
falls for a recent widow, Krige, .
who has two children, Barrymore and Haas. Complication s
arise, as they often do, and that
is the meat of the film: the
vicissitudes of life, and all that
stuff.
The film would seem to owe
much in inspiration to Hannah
and Her Sisters; it starts off
taking a similarly non-linear
approach to the plot, and it
celebrates similar virtues (family, life, -love, and all that stuff),
but in a less ironic fashion. It
should not be taken as too harsh
a criticism if I say char it doesn't
quite measure up to Hannah,
since that film occupies a near
hallowed place in my heart. See
You In the Morning confronts
similar problems and arrives
at similar conclusions, but Pakula is no Woody , either as a
writer or director. Rut, then,

neither am I.
Although Pakula's .directorial
eye occasionally abandons himcertain passages of the film are
strained and awkward- and his
writer's ear at times shows a tin
coating, he is carried through
by the great cast. The word is
out; Jeff Bridges is Hollywood's
Mr. Nice Guy. He is the undisputed master of the amiable.
Alice Krige is a lovely and
wonderfully sensitive actress .
The young actors are fine. The
only slight bummer was Farrah
Fawcett, who I am still not
convinced is a real actress,
Burning Bed notwithstand ing.
It doesn't really matter, because
it is Bridges' and Krige's film,
and they don't disappoint.
If their is an overriding feel
to the film I would characterize
it as 'wistful eccentricity.' I don't
know if those words go together,
and I am not going to try to
explain it, so try to work it out
on your own. Nice people doing
kooky things, tinged with nostalgia. I know it sounds pretty
lame, but it all comes together
nicely.
I just pity the people trying
to market See You In the Morning . How, if I, with my almost
Fhrnbertian flair for words,
cannot even explain 'wistful
eccentricity,' how, I ask you, do
you market it? More than this,
how will anyone make sense of
that last sentence? See See You
In the Morning, and perhaps
it will all become clear.

Double Debut:
Wo ode n Iglo o &
The Beat Cellar
Wooden Igloo has added two
By Justin McCarter
members in as many yearsnew
Wooden Igloo celebrated the
has added a lot
release of their debut self-titled ."Rod (Welles)
sound," says
our
to
versatility
of
album with 60 or so friends and
blues guitar blends
fans Saturday night at The Beat Cal. " His
really well and lets us adapt to
Cellar.
crowds easier." Rod
different
Wooden Igloo played good,
a rather odd
possesses
also
of
solid rock 'n' roll. Influences
smoke a
guitar,
play
to
ability
band members range from Vi- ,
same
the
ac
sing
and
cigarecce,
Allmann
olent Femmes to the
Bird
Chris
Drummer
.
time
Brothers. Lead singer Cal PowWooden
with
playing
began
a
toward
ers' vocals tended
almost two years ago and
stylized Paul Westerberg (Re- Igloo
he has some misconalthough
Wooden
sound.
placements)
his father being
about
ceptions
Igloo represents a minority ih
is a really solid mutoday's live music scene - they Elvis, he
are entertainers. They had the sician.
Record sales are starting off
crowd dancing with their first
slowly though, it seems.
bit
a
song "Night Time." New origfor an album," says
inals like "Don't Bring Me To "5 bucks
(rhythm guitar)
Powers
Hank
such
My Knees" and good covers
maybe $4 ... or
"or
break,
a
during
as "The One I Love" rocked the
clogging up
kinda
They're
$3.
room
the
kept
"Cellar" and
and living room,
bedroom
my
swinging.
don't you buy 'em, OK."
Cutting an album has matured so why
Crazies, a ConRhythm
The
the band. Friends comment that,
opened the show and,
band,
cord
emphamore
putting
are
"They
a lead singer,
sis on their originals and are although minus
tunes. Bassgetting more serious about played some slick
licks and
great
some
played
man
promoting their album ." And
away sounding
it shows. Although their stage they came
mobility was limited by Cal's groovy.
The Beat Cellar looked a lot
broken ankle ( injured while
downstairs at Nick's (as a
like
before
unloading equipment
of face, it is). Promoter
matter
opening for the Del Fuegos last
hopes this will
Simmins
Doug
was
p
week), their scagemanshi
for live music
place
new
the
be
never in question. They were
and Saturday
Friday
future
on
crowd pleasers.
the Beat
envisions
He
nights.
Cal hopes this new album will
to the
alternative
an
as
Cellar
s.
e
audienc_
new
to
them
expose
Newmarket.
in
Church
Stone
"Alternative and college radios
You can catch Wooden Igloo
have been picking up our stuff
week at AGR where they
next
and giving it some airtime, we
for the Greek
hope this album can expand on will be playing
Picnic.
that."

Jon
But che r
.By John Beauregard
Jon Butcher is back in New
England and last Saturday night
he played before a small but
enthusiastic crowd at the UNH
fi"eld house . After a two year
hiatus in "sunny California"
Butcher and his band returned
to deliver one of the well
polished and hard rocking performances that have made him
a local favorite.
Butcher relied on showmanship, searing guitar work, and
amps cranked up to eleven to
overcome the poor acoustics of
the field house and to overwhelm his audience. His selections ranged from older material
like "Ocean In Motion," "Goodbye Saving Grace," and
"Wishes" to several releases
from his new albumPictur es
From The Front .
This material certainly stands
on its own, however, the highlight of a Butcher concert for
me is always the covers. Saturday night he covered Dylan with
"Like A Rolling Stone," the
Beatles with "Drive My Car,"
and Stevie Wonder with
"Higher Ground." The concert
ended with a blistering version
of Robin Trower's "Day Of The
Eagle" (most satisfying for
guitar enthusiasts).
Butcher didn't disappoint and
neither did the Stompers. This
band, and especially its everportly front man Sal Bagglio,
turned in the same hardworking, good time performanc e
they've been giving New England audiences for the past
eleven years.
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College graduates get pre-approved credit and $400 cash back
on any of tliese new Ford cars and trucks.
j"
I

Your New England Ford Dealers think you should be rewarded for
those countless essays and pulling more all-nighters than you care
to remember. That's why we've introduced a hassle-free way for
college grads to buy a new Ford car or truck.
\Ve'll give you pre-approved credit and $-tOO cash back to be
used as a downpayment on one of the new Ford cars or trucks
featured below. Other purchase incentires may also be available.
But .vou must take deliYerr. b\'. Dec. 31.
To qualify, you must earn a bachelor's degree from afour-year
college, or an advanced degree from an accredited institution,
between Oct. L 1988 and Jan. L 1990.
Ford's Graduate Assistance Program. Proof positive of the value
of an education.
See your New England Ford Dealer for detailt Fo'r more
information, L-;.tll this toll-fil'C number: l-800-321-1536.
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OP EN ING AVAILABLE'.
FOR
freshStart INTERN
DIREC T THE freshStart PROGRAM, ASSISTED BY TWO COOR-

BETWEEN HALL ROOM DRAW
All Students Who Recieved A Between 'Hall
Room Draw Priority Number And Did Not
Choose A Room During The In-Hall Process
--~___,....,,...__-....:_ Are Reminded That:

~

BETWEEN HALL ROOM DRAW WILL BE
HELD WEDNESDAY, APRIL 26, 1989
FROM 6:00 PM - 9:30 PM IN NEW
HAMPSHIRE HALL

You Will Recieve Instructions For Your Specific
Arrival Time Through The Mail. If You Have Any
Questions Call 2120.

DINATORS FOR THE STUDENT SENATE

WORK )-10 HOURS PER WEEK DURING THE ACADEMIC YEAR
WORK 10-20 HOURS PE_RWEEK DURING MAY AND JUNE
RECEIVE U)OO COMPENSATION!
Light typing skills and compute r familiar ity necessar y.
_Applican ts must be full time undergra duate students.

PICK UP YOUR APLICA TION AT THE STUDE NT
SENATE OFFICE ROOM 130, MUB. ANY? CALL 862-

1494

GET INVOL VED IN THE DIREC TING OF

FreshStart
DEADLINE APRIL 28, 1989

A Post-Graduate Course
in Economics,
with Credit.
At Ocean Ford, we'd like to skip the
theory and get to the point. If you're
.
graduating, or have
graduated, with a Bachelor's or
advanced degree between October
1, 1988 and January 31, 1990, Ocean
Ford can improve one of your leading economic indicators: the car you
drive. Purchase or lease any eligible
new model from stock before De- ·
cember 31, 1989 and recieve $400
cash back from Ford Motor Company.
To qualify for pre-approved credit:
1. You must have verifiable

-

Pre-Approved Credit and $400 Cash Back

Ford
Credit

employment beginning within 12U
days after vehicle purchase at a
salary sufficient to cover ordinary
living expenses, as well as car
payment. 2. A prior credit history is
not necessary, but if you have one,
it must be satisfactory.
Come into Ocean Ford. a total
quality Ford, Lincoln-Mercury dealer
for full details. This is one elective
everyone should take.

Ford Credit Gets You
Going
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To: SECRETARIES
From: GLORY DAZE
RESTAURANT
Re: SECRETARY'S DAY
Date: APRIL 24th - 28th
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SHOULD NEW HAMPSHIRE
RAISE TAXES

Glory Daze Restau·rant invites
you for 1unch to help you celebrate Secretary's Day.
We are offering several specials during 1unch especially
for you.
We are· located at 43 MAIN
Street, Durham, NH.
Feel free to· call us and get our
daily specials at 868-6434 ·

HAPPY SECRETARY'S DAY
FROM THE STAFF AT

FOR EDUCATION?

The UNH Debate Society
presents this timely issue on:

[ Wednesday, April 26,
[at 7:00 in the Hillsboro Rm.

...

GLORYD.AZE
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This is EATING DISORDERS WEEK
Attend as many events as possible

!--------------~ Tuesday·
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Waistland
Nutrition and Learning
to Eat Spontaneously

Wednesday: Killing Us Softly
Food Fright

· ~ Thursday:
·~

4:00pm
7:00pm

;:~~~~

Carroll rm, MUB
Hubbard Hall
g~~~s~ensen 3A

6:00pm

Sullivan rm, MUB

8:30pm

Stoke 7th

Helping Someone with an 4:00pm
Eating Disorde:·
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is looking for Office Assistants!
for the Fall. Secure a job now! t

S T U D E N T S E N A T E
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A GOOD WAY to EARN extra i(
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ed in the University
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Senate rm, MUB
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PRIDE DAY IS TOMORROW

!

Get together and "attack" an Area. You must sign up
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f'or More Information Contact
Tom Hall or Ann-Marie Elek in
the Student Senate Office

in order to be judged. There is over $2,00 in Prizes!!!! ·
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Call the Student Senate Office for more information
Look for Activites happening throughou, the week for
RESIDENCE HALL WEEK!!

April 26th from 12-3pm

·s62-1494
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Comics

Universi
Superguy

by Kurt Krebs
NA THAN IS 5TANC>/N6 OY

Af THIS TIME IT IS MY Pt.fASIJR

HELLO, 600D£VENIN6~ AND
'vJELCOM[.I AM
r'ALAt1ER

or

ro

Tb INrRODIXE'
YOU, THE
DJSCER.NINb VIEWER, Bl 7Y.s
ROAVJNG REPORT~. NATHAN
HEFF, ON LJXATICN 50/1E'wHE.RE.

NJO TH IS IS BOB-CITY T. V.
A WE£~LY NEWS PROGRAM

DEDICATED TD REPORrJN6 ALL
OF THENEW5 OTHERS !bNORf

WAITNG ro ORIN6 US AN ·

IMPORTANT PIECE ON fH£

N,6RE.5SIV[ C3EHAVIOR OF

CERTAIN St1ALL PRIMA TES.

NATHAN, WHAT DO .YOO ~VE FOK ..

Kampus Kom1x

by Rick Sawyer

8LJT TH£ MOST /MPORTA
THINGS TO REMEMBER,

RUNNINl:, JS GREAT

EXERCISE' /:OR VDU

ARE SELECTING TH£
PROPER F"OOTWARE,GET
TIME TO STRETCH

Death in Hea_ven - A Companion

BUT EYER 5INC£ I'VE

BEEN PRF$IDENT, I JUST

DoN'r HAVE' TH£
TO GET our.

~
--,J-~~~

·~

- •.\\\.,\

~\1
$_URE I LIKE TO Go
OUTf)~OR, EVFRY ONCE\'
:IN A WHIL£. "I'M AN)

£NYioR MFNTAL:I5T.

-

.J.

OT Wf PREFER

TO TH/HK OF OURSELVES
AS QUIT[ CIVNILIZ£D

i IME

AND l(££P AIV EYE
01' THE ROAD AHEAD
OF YOU!(H£H!HEH!)

ou·r,,,

by Jeff Ha"is
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

by Mike Peters

80'r>ufT5 M's)

FAVOR.IT£'

AP OPERA.

BY JOHN
HACKS HALL
-.
-.
------..-------HA/
You
HEY, YOU

RE/fl-Ly
SHOULDN'T BE
LEAVING- YOU!? TRASH

WHf

BEHIND.~

NOT.

HJRTL E!

IF BENJAMIN
SHOULD T/tKE
ENOUG-H PRIDE IN U.N.H. THCJMPSON l(N£W
HOW U,N.. H.. WOU/..D ·,
TO KEEP IT CLEAN.
)
TURN OUT .WITH
8£T THE
Hl1ALANC>;
T
PR~SIDEN
H;
U,,N,
OF
FOUNDER
HE WOULO HAV£ ~
WOIJL() TAKE A l)IM
FOUNDED A ZOO.
VIEW Of Yc>UR
ACTIONS.
'tfAW!
~

r

... AND 1\\F\""f l.3\V l
Cf\N cmc-t U> ON MV
STUDVIN~ AND STILL

HAVE. TIM[ TO
Pr\R1Y ll\lS lliKEND,
R\GHT1

AT lFWl'AT
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data

systems ·
THE QUAL ITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME _GOES ON

CONGRATULATIONS
••• BUT BEFORE

YOU GO
REMEM■ R THIS IS YOUR
LAST CHANCE 10 TAKE A
ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS
INDUSTRY STANDARD
COMPUTER SYSTEM WITH YOU

SPECL\t UNIVERSITY PRICING!
40-50% OFF RETAIL PRICE GREAT PERFORMANCE • GREAT PRICE
.

.

ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS HONORS THE
GRADUATING CLASS OF 1989 WITH THIS .
CAREER MOVING OFFER .

t•1nw
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:

Bryan Martineau

.

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON•

ZDS Student Representative
862-7048

American Express.VISA, MasterCard Credit Cards Accepted.

data
systems

Prices subied to cfllnle without notice.
c, 1988, Zenith Data Systems

,
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CLASSIFIED
1981 Bu ick Regal - Good Trans.portation
$750 868-5201 Morey
Motorcycle - '82 Yamaha Ma xim 550 4 cyl. Excellent condition Must sell $900 .
Call 868-9859 Ask for Mike
1 ~74 Volvo Station wagon, one owner ,
garaged , stereo/equilize r, extra snow tires ,
New battery. Good for Summer jobs. $700.
(603)431-0097
1984 Dodge Charger . Autqmatic , great
condition asking $2500·. Call Mike 659 7414
1988 HYUNDAI EXEL GL : Sunroof and
Stereo Equals Summer! 13K Miles, Less
than 1 year oldl $5200. 868- 7327 evenings.
Ergometer exercise bicycle with 152 miles.
Call 868-1671 . Whirlpool like- new 16 cubic
foot· refridgerator with icemaker and dis penser $400 . Full power Whirlpool mic rowave with probe, wall shelf, cookbooks.
$175 call 868-1671 .
1982 Honda Civic hatchback. Light blue .
Excellent Condition . $1 500 or 8 .0 . Call
Jill 862-4652 or 862-4664 and leave a
message.
Must sell 1971 VW Bus Dark Green, New
Clutch , Runs Strong. $750 and a 1972 VW
Bus , Candy -Apple Red , Good Engine ,
Needs Body Work, $100 . I just bought a
new car so I must sell. Call for more info,
soonl!I Buses are in demand ... 743-3427 .
Ask for John D. Thank youl!!
For Sale : Spring Skiing Special/Pair of
Padded Racing Stretch Pants - $75 .00 .
Large Down Gerry Ski Jacket (Blue and
Grey) - $60. Call Mare at 868- 1873.
87' Cannondale SR500 . Mint Condition.
$500 or B.O. Call Jay at 868 -3447 .
MUST SELL!!I 1984 Buick Skyha.wk, au tomatic, red , Chapman lock, A/C, GOOD
CAR, $2700. Will easily negotiate- it's gotta
go' 926-4215.
FOR SALE: Magna Vox Video Writer Word
Processor. Disk Drive and Printer Built In.
Convenient Size and Portability. Asking
$250. Call Parke at 868-6016.
1986 Dodge Daytona-black , fwd , 5-speed ,
51,000 miles. Excellent condition , $5 ,000
or best offer. For more details, call Leigh,
772-4829.
FOR SALE: 1983 NISSAN 4X4 King CAB.
High Mileage , but in great condition .
Kenwood Stereo and Equalizer, CB, North hander Custom Fiberglass Cap, and Many
Other Great Extras . Must see to really
appreciate. Call Chris 749-6715.
1987 YAMAHA FZ600. 5500 miles, excel lent condition. Helmet and cover included.
$2400. Contact Mike Chantal 868 -9830.
Complete bicycle touring outfit. Shogun
Alpine GT, 18 speed . Front and reverse
racks and packs and more . 27 " frame,
perfect for 6'4" and over. Cost $800 ; selling
$400. John 1-432 -5191 .

1982 T oyota Ceiica GT, Air, Roof, 86K , 5
spd , $2500; 1982 BMW 32 oi, 5 spd, 96K,
Alloys, $6500 ; 1985 VW Jetta, 4DR, 5 spd,
Burg, 65K, $5500 ;1981 32oi Auco 68K, Air,
AM/ FM, $5995; 1984 3i8i, 5 spd, Burg/ Black,
77K , $7900; 1984 3 /Bi , 5spd , Dark Green,
Air, 99 k, $6900. 97 LaFayette Rd. Hampton
Falls, NH 926-55 22.
1984 Jeep CJ? . Easily removed hard-top,
carpet , excellent tires and shocks, new
exhaust, radiator and starter. 57 ,000 miles,
engine just rebuilt. $4700.00 . 603 - 433 5898.

HELP WANTED : Helper for handicapped
person . $6.25 per hour. Needed for summer
weekends. No experience necessary. Easy
work, great bo_ssl Call Dan at 692 -4764
evenings.
Nanny needed for year or summer. Four
. children . top salary, private room and bath,
no we e kends, congenial Boston area ,
Driver 's license required. Must be good
with c hildren. For more info, contact Rose
Snyder, 617 -332 -5721 .
Attention Fraternities, Sororities , and
Faculty: Sparkle Window Washing is now
giving free estimates. Surely you want your
windows to sparkle. Call Andrew today for
an appointment at 659-7778.
Washington Mortgage Company Incorporated is seek ing aggressive graduating
seniors to earn $50,000 to $75,000 per year
or more. Participate in our mortgage training
program and advance to the prestigious
position of loan officer. Working conditions
are excellent with a generous commission
structure . Territories are now available
in your area to service: Realtors, Builders,
Developers, Accountants , Attorneys and
other sources of mortgage origination .
Candidates must be profess ional , have
excellent communicatio n and organiza tional skills and possess some sales
aptitude. Find a great career opportunity
in banking and finance at Washington
Mortgage while positions are still available.
Washington Mortgage has over 100 (ONE
HUNDRED) easy to work with loan programs, Including; Residential, Commercial ,
and Investor. Contact us now as to when
we will be interviewing 1-800-327-029 2.
WORKING ON YOUR TAN THIS
SUMMER? Morning/even ing hours avail able for DELI/ICE CREAM STORE, OGUN QUIT, ME. Cal! 207-646-6696.
UNH Call 433-0716 and ask for Mr. White.
AWESOME SUMMER JOB! Disabled In dividual In Search of Personal Care
Assistant. Salary $6.25 an hour /28 hours
per week. Job title consists of personal
grooming, house cleaning , food shopping .
Accessable to summer students living on
Campus or in the Durham area . For more
info. Call 868- 1986 and leave a message
on my " HAPPY" answering machine.
T AE KWON -DO, The Art of Self- Defense.
For more information, call Hwang's Tae
Kwon -Do at 743-6500.
TYPING/WOR D PROCESSING , Profes sional Quality, reasonable rates. Spelling
accuracy included. Call 742 -2037, Dover.
LOVE CAREFULLY THIS SUMMER: Contraceptive services , high-quality and sen sitive care by trained medical staff. Sliding
fees for exams and supplies. One visit, no
class required. Call for appointment. The
Clinic, Dover 749-2346 or Rochester 332 4249.
Professional Word Processing for all your
documents , reports, etc . Experienced,
efficient, reasonable rates, quick -return .
Janet Boyle, 659 -3578.
ACTIVIST-E N VI RON M ENT ALI ST POLITICAL JUNKIE? The League of
Cons ervation Voters is looking for bright ,
energetic people to train as political
organ izers for the 1990 Congressiona l
campaigns. Earn while you learn campaign
and fundraising skills . Summer and per manent positions available . Training,
benefits , advancement $160-400. Monday Friday 1-10 p.m. LCV 20 Ladd St. , Ports mouth , NH 430 -8312 or 795 Elm St. ,
Manchester, NH 627 -8935.
SUMMER WORK STUDY for the environment. The League of Conservation Voters
is seeking data entry persons, minimal tying
sk ills required . Will train . $5/hr and opportunities for training in environmenta l
politics. LCV 20 Ladd St., Portsmouth, NH
430-8312.

GUIDO MURPHY's, Cape Cod 's hottest
restaurant-ba r complex. Interview wee kend, Saturday , April 22, 11-6, Sunday,
April 23, Noon - 5. Season May 25 to
September 4 and more. Corner of West
Main and Sea Streets, Hyannis, MA. COME
. ON DOWN!!!
Work - study student wanted for summer
receptionist position at Complex Systerns/SERB . Some experience preferred.
Contact Libby at 1792.

Office Workers Needed: Four UNH Summer
College Work Study positions available
at the Social Security office in Portsmouth,
NH . Pays $6.00 per hour. Applicants must
be approved for College Work Study by
UNH. Call 433-0716 and ask for Mr. White.
Looking for a summer job with fun and sun?
Camp Kettleford in Bedford, NH has
openings for counselors, waterfront staff
and consultants. We are a girl scout camp
running from June 26 to August 18. Call
Sandy 623-7822 or Jan 641-3983 for more

DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE:
Summer Work-Study Wanted 10-15 hours
per week , $5 .00 per hour . Contact Prof.

Summer Sublet in Lee. 5 spaces (3singles,
1 large double). $200 a month megociable.
Beautiful house. Call evenings 659 -5844

SPRING FEVER: CATCH IT .. AT RESI DENCE HALL WEEK! IT WILL DRIVE YOU
WILDI

Craig : 862 -17_47.

DURHAM - Furnished single bedrooms
with shared bathroom for female students
only. Available for 1989-90 academic year.
Private enterance. Ten minutes walk from
T - Hall. $1100 per semester including
utilities. Call 868-2217 after 4 p.m.

"The Original Lonely Guy" - I'll always be
there for you . Don 't hesitate to call. I do
still care about you . - The Girl who "always
gets what she wants"

MOVERS WANTED : for last weekend in
April. Pay is negotiable. 7 49-1739 evenings
and weekends .
Communicatio ns intern wanted to assist
Communicatio ns Coordinator with press
rel eases , ribbon cutting c eremonies , updating media directory, etc. Applicant must
be outgoing, people or iented , and have
good writing and communicatio n skills .
Position is 10-20 hours per week, volunteer.
Greater Portsmouth Chamber of Com merce . For more information , call Carrie
Keating at 436-111 8.
HELP! Hetzel Hall needs Defensive Drivers
for our trip to Cape Elizabeth, ME. May 7th.
If interested, please contact Melinda, Room
205.
Summer Employment Opportunities Avail abl e at Durham Infant Center. 868 -1335.
Ask for Kathy.
Help Wanted : Hazardous waste and materials consulting firm in Durham seeking
part - time assistan c e in coordinating a
national series of environm ental conferences starting immediately . We need a
mature individual with strong organizational
skill s, the ability to work with minimal
supervision and an interest in environmental issues. Word processing a plus. For more
information call Claudie at 868-1496.
If you are transferring to a different school
next fall and want to make some quick cash
selling I-shirts, call ELI at Kappa Sig. 8689637.
Office Workers Needed: Two UNH College
Work Study positions available at the Social
Security office in Portsmouth, NH . Pays
$6 .00 per hour . Applicants must be approved . for College Work Study by UNH .
Call 433-0716 and ask for Mr. White.
WANTED: Companion to live with elderly
woman. In Durham, salary, room and board.
Inquire Rm . 319 James Hall.

HOL/StNG
Room in 3 Bedroom Apartment. Great
Place- must see. M/F, Non smo1>-ers only.
862 -3623 days, 742 -1152 evenings. Avail able June 1.
Looking for summer subletters! House in
Newmarket with 5 spaces available . Off
street parking . On Kari Van rout'e. Furnished . Spacious . $195 per month- will
lower if you commit by April 30!!! Call ABI
at 659-2386.
Free toom and board in exchange for child
care . We live on a 90 acre farm/apple
orchard , 2 miles from campus . Hours
flexible. 868- 1480.
WANTED : Companion to live with elderly
woman . In Durham, salary, room and board.
Inquire Rm . 319 James Hall.
Nice furnished 2 BR Apartment Available
8 / 27. 2½ miles from campus . No pets, non smokers . $530 per month plus utilities.
Leas~Deposr t . 659-5932.

Summer Sublet for 4 above Store 24 , rent
negociable call 862 -4581 or 868 -3309 ask
for Shawn, Paul or Andy
I

Summer Sublet-sunny, 2-level, one bedroom apartment on Main St. Two females
needed to rent. June-August, $200 month
per person , all utilities included. Jen or
Maris 868-2722.

Summer Housing at Alpha Gamma Rho.
$35/we ek for a double. Call for more
information- 868-9859.
NEED A PLACE TO LIVE? 1st Floor
Newmarket apt. for rent. $600 per month,
heat included, on Karivan route . 3 BR
available immediately! Call 659-3790.
. Durham - Great HOUSE for 1-4 Female .
Summer Subletters on Cowell Drive ,
Downtown Location , Washing Machine,
Yard, Porch , Furnished, Cable, Lots of
Room! On ly $175/mo. or B.O. Call 8685994.
LAKEFRONT LIVING! 4 or 5 students - in
Dover- $1200/month. Won't last Ion!! 749 4558.
DOVER PAD, for summer, fall option . Near
Downtown and 2 Coast Stops. One Bedroon, 250/mo. or B.O. Non -smoker please.
Marc / Dan 7 49-6658.
Dover. 2 large bedrooms open in 4 bedroom
apartment. Centrally located, near K-van,
yard, parking, Rent $150.00 (includes heat)
available now through 89 -90 year. Undergrads / grads . Call Sheldon or Shannon .
749-6873.
DOVER - unfurnished apt. Large 24' bed room . master bath. kitchen , living room ,
storage room, air conditioned , carpeted,
no pets. $450 per month, heated. 7 42-5919
late evenings .

SERVtCES
Attention Fraternities, Sororities and Faculty
- Sparkle Window Washing is now giving
free estimates . Surely you want your
windows to sparkle. Call Andrew today for
an appoint~ent at 659 -7778
TYPING : Lowest Prices Available! (We
know , We ' ve Checked) . Free PickUp / Delivery. Spelling. Editing Service. Call
Beckwith -Douglas Service 749 -0594
TAE KWON-DO . the art of self- defense.
For more information call Hwang 's Tae
Kwon -Do at 743-6500
TYPING / WORD PROCESSING , profes sional quality, re asonable rates. Spell ing
accuracy included. Call 742-2037, Dover.

Need Summer housing? I need female
roomies to share room in Condo in Dover
6 miles from campus . $200/mo. includes
utilities. Call Jenn at 749 -4031 .

LOVE CAREFULLY THIS SUMMER. Contra c eptive services , confidential , high quality and sensitive care by trained
medical staff. Sliding fees for exams and
supplies. One visit, no class required . Call
for appointment. The Clinic, Dover 749 -

n

EVERYONE DOES THEIR OWN THING ,
BUT WILDCATS DO THE WILD THING !
Check out RESIDENCE HALL WEEK before
it's too late! ·
Glory Daze Two -for -Tuesdays RETURNS
by popular demand. Buy one meal get the
lower priced meal free .
GLORY DAYS WILL ROCK YOU - Tonight
9 p.m. Check us out.
Congratulation s to the new sisters of Chi
Omega: Laura, Jen , Missy, Tracy, Michele,
Heather, Nicole, Marcy and Bethl You guys
are awesome!!
SHOULD NEW HAMPSHIRE RAISE TAXES
for education? Come see the UNH Debate
society present this timely issue. Wed April
26 at 7 p.m. in the Hillsboro Rm. of the MUB
QUESTION: WHERE ARE THE WILDEST
THINGS HAPPENING ON CAMPUS RIGHT
NOW? ANSWER : RESIDENCE HALL
WEEK .
WHAT DO YOU THINK - Should New
Hampshire RAISE TAXES for education?
A debate on Wed. April 26 at 7 p.m. in the
Hillsboro Rm . in the MUB presented by the
UNH Debate Society
There are only 5 days leftl 5 wild days that
you DON'T WANT TO MISS ... at RESI DENCE HALL WEEK ... through April 29.

PRINCESS - The battle was long and hard,
but now I can shed my " shining " armor.
You have found the key to heart, let nothing
break us apart. Your castle or mine?t? -

Typing / $1 .25 per pag e. Ex perienced
secretary will type your papers . Pick up / delivery in Durham available. Rush jobs
acceptedll Call Jo-Ann e 332 -6162.

info.
Student Senate is looking for Office
COME JOIN THE CTCI Full -time staff
Assistants for the fall. Secure a job
Near bus route. 1-335-2693.
associate position available for the summer
now/ earn extra money while becoming
SUMMER SUBLET IN DURHAM: 3 female
at the Commuter Transfer Center . Work
educated about the University. Contact
!v1ai~ S}
study and commuter students preferred,_ , , qpenin~s. f?r. w~a,t ~~a!t.m.e~t
Tom Hall or Ann-Marie Elek in the Student
$200/ mo. Everything included. 868-601 ~' .) ..
• . ..... ~4:51:) 'per'°ho~r~ ~ • ••• - ~ .
Sen;t~ Offi~~- 86i-U94.' . .

Clara - one way to get through rough times
at school is to think of kitchen tables. Adaire

for more information.

Sunny furnished 3 bedroom apartment.
Available for full summer session. Suitable
for faculty / staff. $2100 inclusive. 2½ miles
from campus. 659 -5932 .

) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
s_
_'_
(P_M
21_5--'4_
_
FREE APARTMENT: Grad . student family
seeks responsible person to share large
2-family Rochester home and meals in
return for light housekeeping and part time
childcare. Use of beach condo included.

Donuts, Donuts, Donuts! I love donuts.

Call the TOYOTA STORE of Exeter NH .
Ask about Toyota's COLLEGE GRAD
PROGRAM . $0.00 Down. No Credit neces~ary. Call 778-8134

Professional Word Processing for all your
documents, reports, etc . Experienced,
efficient , reasonable rates, qu ick - return .
Janet Boyle. 659 -3578.

Beach House! 3 - bedroom house,
$475/mo ., winterized , available for '89 90 school year. Hampton, NH . Call 926-

AZ Pledges - not much longer now guys
keep somettiings in mind ... Communica tions , merit and spirit and never say
1... Tau ... 26 ... 53! I love you all tons! - Me

A Summer In New Orleans! Looking for
roommates to share apartment in New
Orleans , LA for May through August. If
interested please call Danielle at 868-2306

3 Bdrm furnished apartment available 1st
6 week summer session . Suitable for
faculty/ staff. $11 00 inclusive . 2 ½ miles
from campus. 659 -5932 .

Summer Sublet: looking for quiet, responsible, non - smoker to share 2 bedroom
apartment in Dover. On Karivan route , 10
minutes to Durham . Fall option . $250/mo
(heat and water included) or b.o. Dan or
_ 9_-_6_6_58_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
M_a_rc_ 74
_

To Tracey, ·1he popcorn woman : From the
guys at LAPHOS : We got the popcorn.
Thanks. When do we get to meet you?

2346 or Rochester 332-4229.
TYPING - Lowest Pric es Available t (We
know , We ' ve checked) . Free Pickup / Delivery. Spelling. Editing service . Call
Beckwith -Douglas Servic e 749-0594.

PEFWNALS
BILL GUM -the popcorn and Junior Mints
were great! -E.M.
CHRISTINE MURPHY -Let's never go to
the mall with those guys again . Or if we
do, let's take our own car. -E.M.
Rl;ry1EMBER SECRETARY' S DAY A~RI~
26TH!

Knight
GOING ... GOING ... GONEI RESIDENCE
HALL WEEK IS ALMOST OVER . ENDS
TOMORROW . THIS IS YOUR LAST
CHANCE SO DON'T MISS IT!
Hey Tom Hall - Even though I am lying on
the beach , bask ing in the sun ... I'm still
thinking of you. Love Lolly
Koala - Thanks for the first three with hopes
for many more. " Wanna go ice fishing? "
- love always, your chicken
RAISE TAXES IN NEW HAMPSHIRE FOR
EDUCATION - What a stupid ideal Come
here both sides of the issue on Wed. April
26 at 7 p.m. in the Hillsboro Rm. of the MUB
- pre§ented by the _UNH Debate Society
Dear Conerned Individual : how about
another hint? - blurry eyed by happy Mary
Kate .
SERIOUSLY FOLKS, Where else can you
do the WILD THING in public than at
RESIDENCE HALL WEEK? Well ? ... I
thought sol
All upperclassmen ... sign up for Freshstart
now with your R.A., Senator , or in the
Student Senate office11
Come join Plymouth State in their annual
Spring Fling Event. Performing outside this
year will be Max Creek, Crossfire, Lambsbread & 3 - D. Along with games and
activities throughout the day! Sponsored
by PACE Music Productions . April 29th
12-7 .
NOW I'm mad at you. Yeah, it took awhile
to sink in, but now you 're in big trouble .
You know who you are - or you should if
you have any sense at all.
The Acacia man with the Kate Bush
Collection .. . it is only LOGICAL that we
meet at 6 o'clock for a pitcher prior to the
play details??? Call me- the sister with
the blue lipstick.
To the Durham Police Officer who picked
us up in Newington Friday night: No
headlines, no cover story and no editorial
but I never said there wouldn't be a
personal '. Thanks again.' • • ' • ~ • . •
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The Minis are still accepting applications
for tall residency, but you must be inter viewed to be offered a space. Pick up an
application today, or be left outi Applica tions are available at Pettee House, or at
the Minidorm office, Room 101 Richardson
House.
EATON, HALL, MARSTON, RICHARDSON,
SACKETT , and WOODRUFF . The MIN IDORMS are a great place to live! Don 't
miss out on your chance to live there. Pick
up an application today at Pettee House,
or at the Minidorm Office, rm 101 Richardson House.
The Minis may have room tor youi If you
are interested in what Special Interest
Housing has to offer, pick up an application
for tall residency at Pettee House today,
or stop by the Minidorm Off ice, rm 1 01
Richardson House. DON 'T MISS OUT!
Mars Blackman says, "Word, this you can
dol! Don't leave Special Olympics hanging
and run in the 3rd Annual Lambda Chi Alpha
Road Race to benefit Special Olympics!!"
Big Prizes, Big Winners, Big Losers , in the
Lambda Chi Alpha 3rd Annual SK Road
Race!! Show us what you goti Now you can
trot down Madbury Rd. on April 22nd, and
win a prize. Don 't be a schmeckle , just do
it!!
Lace up your crosstrainers and just do it!
Lambda Chi Alpha's Spring into Shape road
race is April 22ndl!
Spring into Shape with Lambda Chi Alpha 's
3rd Annual SK road race to benefit Special
Olympics. Applications available at Lambda Chi Alpha, Scorpios Provisions , and
Pettee Brook Place, $3 entry fee.
ADOPTION . Warm, loving, happily married
couple wishes to adopt newborn. Paid
medical expenses. Legal and confidential.
Call Marlene and Barry collect (203) 2685123 after 8:00 p.m. and weekends.

. To the crazy women of F-3 & " Mainers"
at heart: First of all, thank you SO much
for a great weekend . Jenna: Another car
ride soon? Christine, my pictionary goddess: Enough with the gel in my hairl Miss
Bucsi: Thanks for kidnapping me, and that
" innocent " play doesn 't work anymore .
Well only a little bit. Love, the Old Man who
fee)~ bigger for the whole experience.

FA■

THE

What 's the difference being different? Do
you need support or want to talk to someone
about being different at UNH ...feel free to
ca ll any of these members of the Diversity
Committee: Denise Connors, Nursing dept.
862 -3405; Stuart Churchill -Hoyer, Dean
of Students Office, 862 -2050; Les Fisher,
English Dept. 862-1313 ; Marianne Fortescue, Student Activities 862-1524; Susan
Franzosa, Dept. of Education 862-2376 ;
Emily Moore, Dean of Students Office 862 2050
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SIDE

By GARY LARSON

Well, I'm out in H,e ,;outhw-est
f;-e/d. ri.9M now, but I shou.ld be.
home in ahouf an hour,

- - - - - -- -- --

Adoption : educated farm couple offers love,
stability, wonderful lif e. room to grow .
Expenses paid. Call collect Susan & Alan
802-592 -3384.
ADOPTION: Warm , loving, happily married
couple wishes to adopt newborn . Pa id
medical expenses. Legal and confidential.
Call Marlene and Barry collect (203) 2685123 after 8 00 p.m. weekends.
Make money while making people look
beautiful. UNH is the ideal place to be a
. skin consultant. For more info. call Lisa
at (603) 335-3462.
WE NEED YOU! The Commuter Transfer
Center is looking for a full-time summer
staff associate. Come to the CTC, Rm 136
in the MUB for further details.

@)1988 Universal Press Syndicate

The rural professional and his cowphone

Hey Upperclassmen! It's Freshstart time
againl Do your part to help an incoming
student adjust to the horrors of UNH . Sign
up for Freshstart with your senator, RA,
or in the Student Senate officet Thanks!
1

By Leigh Rubin

Rubes®

If you have any
questions or comments
regarding the 'A.F.F.'
Please write to:
'Comrade Hook'
Box #1500 Stillings

Help Support The

Anti 'Fishies'
Federation
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THEY'RE HEBE!!

Join ·u s for the first whale watch cruises of 1989. The
great whales, dolphi1J,s and porpoises have returned from
their southern wintering grounds. All cruises aboard the
26mph, 100' Capt. Red. N _e w England Whale Watch's
highly experienced guides include Scott Mercer and Mike
Williamson.
First trip of the year is Saturday, April 29, then May :
6 & 7, May 13 & 14. Cruises continue thru October.
TIME: 9 am - 3 pm
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reservations necessary/deposit required

:

NEW ENGLAND WHALE WATCH
watching whales since 1978
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COVER LETIERS
THESES

Quality Stationery · Prompt Setvice
Reasonable Rates
Word Processinyl)estop Publishing

Laser Printing

*
!
*
*:

Normalfv $22.00 for adults.
PHONE: 508-465-7165

RESUMES

•
•

*
*

~ WHEBE: Hilton's Dock, Merrimac St., Newburyport, Mass.
COST: $15.00 for UNH students and staff.
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$5 Off Resume with Student ID
SUPERIOR SECRETARIAL SERVICES
Portsmouth, NH 603 427-0111
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Be ar s' pa ws ·
scr atc h 'C ats
By Kevin Connelly
The UNH baseball team
squared off against divisiona l
leader Maine for a three game
series at home. The Black Bears
took the series 3-0, leaving the
'Cats record at 6-13.
"I would have liked to take
a game or two from them," said
Head Coach Ted Conner. "But
we played as good as we can play.
They get top players by giving
out scholarsh ips and it is tough
to compete against a team like
that."
Senior pitcher Joe Teixeira
started the opener on Saturday.
With · the Black Bears' bats
swinging , UMaine cruised to
an 8-1 victory on 13 hits.
Teixeira's record dropped to 32, while his ERA went to 5.79.
Offensiv ely the 'Cats could
only manage one run throughout the contest. Coach Conner
knew that both pitching and
hitting would have to improve
to beat the Bears.
Conner's players responde d
intheseco ndgameo fthedoub le
header and headed into the sixth
inning (a seven inning contest)
with a 4-0 lead. Rob Carpentie r
held the Bears' bats quiet for
five full innings, but UMaine
came up with a pair of runs in
the sixth, followed by four in
the seventh which left the 'Cats
with a disappoin ting 6-4 defeat.
"The second game was disappointi ng," Conner said. "I
thought we had that game won.

We played reauy wt:ii. "
With two losses to Maine,
UNH wanted to take one game
from the Black Bears before the
home crowd.
The 'Cats received plenty of
offense, cracking 17 hits, but
UNH lost 18-9.
Once again the Maine bats
came alive scoring 18 runs
against the UNH pitching staff.
Jim Stevens started for the 'Cats
and went four innings before
exiting the game. UMO collected only 14 hits, but more importantly outscore d the 'Cats
by nine runs to sweep UNH in
the three game series.
Mike Levin leads the 'Cats in
most offensive catagorie s with
a .393 batting average, 24 hits,
13 RBI's, and four home runs.
Mike Garzone holds a .328
average to go along with 11
RBI's and three homers, while
Jim Rigarzio carries a .326
average.
Carpenti er (2-3) and Joe
Teixeira (3-2) lead the pitching .
staff. Mike Smith was credited
with his first win last week to
bring his record to 1-2 and a
team leading 5.02 ERA.
UNH will host Brown on
Wednesd ay for a double header
at 1 p.m., and Central Connecticut travels to UNH for a
weekend series.
"Those are two teams we can
beat," Conner comment ed. "I
am not saying we are going to
win them all, but we will be
competiti ve."
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Doub lehea der again st Brow n
Wed nesday 1 p.m.
&o000 0000000000 00000 00000 00000

three games.
The 'Cat~*h;d,ii~;le to s~ile ab~ut last weekend as Maine outscored them 32-14 in
(Mike Parnham photo)
--Trac k-(co ntinue d from page 31)
.Penn Relays at Philadlp hia's
Weston in the discus and javelin,
formance s in the 3000 from UNH did quite well in the nonFranklin Field on Thursday with
Dominiqu e St. Pierre and Dawn running events. Karen Wenthe rest of the team going co the
Enterlein . St. Pierre ran a season mark threw the hammer a Fitchburg Invitation al on Sunbest 10:05.76 for fourth place season best distance of 145-5
day. Schofiel d, Downin g,
while Enterlein was right be- to win the event while Chia Grange, and Wannop will make
hind in an all-time best of Movizzio took seventh with a up the 1600-me ter relay with
10:05.89.
Fortier taking the place of
f25-8. Joanne Marshall high
Downing ran extremely well jumped 5 feet event to take Wannop on the 400-mete r relay.
in the 100 hurdles gaining a fourth . Heidi Follett qualified Weston will throw the javelin
season best , 15.73. This time for the New Englands ' in the at Penn while Wenmar k and
might have been good enough triple jump, skipping to a second Monsso throw the hammer in
for the first at other meets, but place with a distnace of 35-1.
champio nshiop competit ion.
unfortun ately for her, UVM's
Coach-Kr ueger was very im- "There are going to be a lot of
Sarah Dahl simply exploded in
pressed with her teams' perfor- quality athletes at Penn running
this race winning in a tremendmance . "We had some super some incredible times, hopefully
ous 14.42. Holding her head
times and marks at Dartmou th they can inspire our runners to
high, Downing came back and
under adverse condition s. For personal bests. It would be great
took third in 400 hurdles, runa cold spring, the team is to bring back two school records
ning 1 :05 .51 in only her second
in the relays," concluded Kruegperformin g very well."
showing in the event.
A big track weekend is ap- er. The way the team i~ starting
Despite the absence of field
proaching for the women, with to hit stride, I wouldn 't be bet
performe r extrodin aire Carol
a squad of ei_ght heading to the against it."

A~ ~ 1V:Jti!! A~ ~ ~r ,!!
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We nee d rep ort ers

If you are inte res ted in spo rts and enj oy writingJ
con tact th e spo rts edi tor s at

The Ne w Ham psh ire.
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Lax drops two
nailbiters
By Liz Lerner
The University of New
Hampshire women's lacrosse
team battled cold temperatures
and gusting winds on Saturday
aft e..rnoon as they played the
highly regarded Penn State
Nittany Lions. The Nittany
Lions proved their number one
national ranking by defeating
the Wildcats 7-4 .
Penn State traditionally has
a strong lacrosse program and
this year's team is no exception.
UNH played a solid game and
made them earn their win.
Senior tri-captain Emily
Brown catagorized their team
as "fast aod well-skilled." She
also said that "many of their
players were awarded full athletic scholarships."
During the first three minutes of the game, UNH took an
impressive 3-0 lead . But, later
in che half, Penn State answered
with three goals of their own .
This made the score 3-3 going
into halftime.
Offensively the 'Cats slowed
down in the second half and only
managed to score one goal.
"Defensively we held them tight
and made them work for their
goals," said Brown.
UNH switched sides of the
field at the start of the second
half, which made the wind even
more of a facror. Brown alluded
to chis fact when she said, "we
lee the wind defeat us in the
second half." She said "chat to
compete us against chat caliber
· of a team, and play as we did,
we can all hold are heads high."
The Wildcats were given no
rest as they took to the field
Monday afternoon against

another nat10nally acclaimeJ
powerhouse Temple University.
The weather was much more
agreeable, yet the Wildcats still
came up one goal shy of victory.
The Lady Owls our shoe the
'Cats 21-16, which led to the
final score, 5-4, in Temple's
favor. Throughout the entire
game, UNH kept pace with the
opponents consistent pressure.
UNH's biggest problem in the
first half was their inability to
hold onto the ball in transition.
Temple took advantage of the
turnovers and posted a 4-3 lead
at the half.
After a nice feed from sophomore Liz Brickley, tri-captain
Lynne Abbott notched the Wildcats first goal of the game. Two
minutes later senior Anna Hill
scored, assisted b.y Cartney
McKown. Then the cats were
quieted by Temple's attack. But
Liz Brickley managed tO get the
'Cats back on the board with a
fine individual effort.
In the second half, the Wildcats came out strong. They
recovered their tenacity on loose
balls and reduced their turnov ers. Hill assisted Abbott for her
second goal of the afternoon.
Temple answered with a pivotal
goal which proved to be the
game winner.
Sophomore Lauri Geromini
said, "The loss was especially
disheartening because the 'Cats
lose by one goal to Temple last
season. "
The 'Cats recent losses will
not keep them from reaching
for the ECAC title that slipped
away from them lase year. The
Wildcats will host Northwestern University on Saturday
. afternoon ac 1 :00.

Track finish es
fourth in cold
By Chris Benecick
Battling .snow and icy 38
degree temperatures, in what
He ad Coach Nancy Krueger
called "the coldest track meet
she has ever been involved in,"
the Wildcat women cracksters
managed to shiver their way to
a fourth place finish in the very
competitive Tri-state Invitational held at Dartmouth last
Saturday.
Perennial power Harvard was
the winner with 81.5 points,
barely nosing our host Dartmouth who compiled 80. UNH
finished with a distant 34.
The times achieved at the
meet were very impressive with
several runners attaining season
bests and personal records. All
day numbers were hampered by
shifting gusts ranging from
cross winds, which almost blew
some competitors off the track,
to strong head winds, which
sometimes slowed the pace co
a crawl. With the weather and
stiff competition, UNH performed more than admirably.
The 400-meter relay team of
Laura Schofield, Kristine
Grange, Kerry Fortier and
Kristy Downing placed third
with a season best time of 50.14
behind the winning Vermont
. squ}ld : Th~ ,other relay eve11t,

the l 600-meters, was won by
Harvard in 3:59.81. UNH cook
second, with a time of 4:02.33.
The ream composed of Amy
Brown, Kerry Fortier, Laura
Schofield and Ali Wannop.
In rhe 100-meter dash, Schofield ran 13.48 to place sixth far
behind nemesis Sue Kelly of
UVM with a time of 12.6 seconds. Grange and Brown set
PR's (personal Fecord) in the
200 .with respenive times of
26.27 and 26.8, good enough for
fourth and seventh place. In the
process, Brown's rime qualified
her for the New England Championships in May.
Running in her third event
of the day, the quarter-mile,
Grange placed fifth with a
1 :00.90. In only her first 800
merers of her college career.
Wannop ran a surprising
2:23.67 co earn fourth place and
the respect of many. Harvard's
Beth Heffene won the race with
a quick 2: 18.72.
In the 1500, Any Entwistle
set a PR of 5:35.1 to take twelfth
place. This was, perhaps, the
fastest race of the day. Therese
Devlin of Dartmouth won with
a blistering 4:26.70. The Wildcats received two strong per-

Tr~ck, p.30

The 'Cats record dropped to 6-3 after losing two heartbreaking games. (Mike Parnham photo)

Crew squad goes south
.

By Ellen Harris

for the first 1000 meters, and
UNH came back to win a close
The UNH men's crew team
one."
had a lof,lg, disappointing weeUNH and Temple have had
kend filled with tough compea home/away agreement for five
tition and unsettling living
years, and although this year _
arrangements, when they trawas Temple's turn ro travel,
veled south to race Temple and
they persuaded the Wildcats to
Columbia.
break the agreement so they
The varsity race at Philidelcould partake in the Templephia ended in victory for Temsponsored Murphy Cup Regatta,
ple, with UNH finishing second
said Allsopp.
and Ithaca following nine se"They offered to pay our
conds behind. Temple is cur- _
travel, lodging and food exrently considered number one
penses," said Allsopp. "We
in the country for Division II
decided it was worth the trip."
schools.
Upon arrival at the Philidel"The guys j use did not race
with the aggression and persist- phia Naval Shipyard, the team's
ence that has been characteristic temporary living quarters, they
of UNH crew," said Head Coach were told that no arrangements
had been made for their housing
Chris Allsopp.
"When they (UNH) got be- or food .
After some negotiation, the
hind, they started pulling harder
as individuals, which is never team was admitted to their
effective," said Allsopp. "They rooms, but they weren't issued
must begin to work collectively sheets, blankets or towels until
if they are to beat the tough further arrangements were
made, said Allsopp.
schools."
"A few of the guys were
"When all eight are pulling
hard and together, the boat feels bothered by the living condilight; at Temple, everyone was tions," said Ghilarducci. "But
pulling hard, but the boat was I don't think it was fair to use
heavy because we weren't doing the conditions as an excuse for
it together," said Tom Ghilar- poor performance."
On Sunday, the team headed
ducci, stroke of the varsity eight.
to NYC to race Columbia on the
The JV race also ended in Harlem River.
The JV rowed an aggressive
victory for the top ranked
1000 meters, but lost momenTemple, according to Allsopp.
The UNH freshmen boat tum in the second 1000 and
experienced success in a close ended the race nine seconds
race when they overcame Tern- behind their host.
"I thiµk they were rowing
pie, Penn State, Villanova and
angry as a reaction to the
Ithaca.
"The freshmen rowed a good _Temple race, and it was working
race," said Allsopp. "Penn led for the first 1000," said Allsopp.

"Hue they were scrambling and
failed to come togetper collectively."
The varsity was also overcome by the Division I Columbia, a team ranked in the top
20 nationwide.
"New Hampshire always
shoots to be the best," said
AUsopp, while explaining his
scheduling strategy. "To measure our abilities against slow
crews would go against our
principles."
The freshmen crew again had
a close race, this time finishing
on the second place end to
Columbia.
"The freshmen gave it a gutsy
try," said Allsopp.
In the remaining three weeks
before the National Championship Dad Vail Regatta, the team
will be focusing on finding the
"sensitivity for the feel of
collective force," according to
Allsopp.
The men have their first and
only pair of home races next
weekend. On Saturday, the
freshmen will race Exeter Academy on the Oyster River. Also
on Saturday is the annual alumni
race, a day where the alumni test
their strength against the
younger rowers. It is usually a
day of fun rivalry and competition.
On Sunday, the varsity, JV,
and freshmen will host Harvard
starting at 9 a.m. The races will
be held on the Oyster River,
with spectator viewing from the
first Route 4 bridge going
towards Portsmouth.
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Lax Stats Brown's

:♦

♦

♦

: Where: Cowell Stadium
: When: Wednesday 3 p.m.
♦
♦

♦

:·
Key players:
♦
25
goals,
16
Munro:
#3 Jamie
. ♦
Marshall: 19 goals, 2 assists ♦♦
#17 Mike
.
#31 Sean Ayers: 8.07 gaa._64.3% svpt.:

Record: 7-5 overall Ivy 3-1
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Sports
Be ng als draft Jea n
Ten th rou nde r con fide nt

•

By Brian Brady
If you see football star Bobby
Jean smiling around campus the
next few days, it is because he
has a good reason . Yesterday,
the Cinncinati Bengals selected
him in the tenth round of the
National Football League Draft,
thus giving the boy from Newburyport, MA the chance to play
in the pros and back up Boomer
·Esiason someday.
That's right, Boomer.
An excited Jean said, "I feel
I have a real good shot. Being
from a Division I-AA school
makes me underrated but that
won't be a problem. I' II be up
there with the best of them."
Jean is going to have to be up
to his very best and maybe even
reach new heights because the
Bengals drafted another quarterback ahead of him, Erik
Wilhelm from Oregon St. in the
third round. However, the prospects of going head to head with
Wilhelm do not faze Jean.
"Wilhelm did not have that
good of a season last year," Jean
said. "He's not any better then ·
me."
Jean's bid to make the defending AFC Champion' s roster will
begin Friday at the Bengals
rookie camp in Cincinnati. The
camp will last one week but Jean,
keeping the whole situation- in
perspectiv e, will head back to
UNH Sunday night.
"They asked me to stay the
whole week," Jean said, "but I.
told them that I had prior
commitme nts with school and
needed to come back. I'll head
back to Cincinnati the following
weekend to catch the end of
mini-camp."

Though Jean is happy just to
be drafted, the fact that the
Bengals selected him makes him
even happier.
'Tm pleased ro get selecred
in the tenth round," Jean said .
"But I am happier to hook up
with the Bengals. Before the
draft, I picked San Diego, the
Giants, Cincinnati and the Jets
as teams I would like to be
drafted by. I figured these were
teams I had a shot with."
UNH Head Football Coach
Bill Bowes was very happy for
Jean. "We're very happy for
Bobby. I think the team that
drafted him will provide him
with a good opportunit y.''
While Bowes is optimistic
about Jeans' chances in the NFL,
he feels Jean will have to wait
awhile before making his name.
Bowes looks for Jean co be a
developm emtal player which,
according to him, is a player who
stays with the organizatio n for
a few years, works out and
practices with them, and then
establishe s himself down the
road.
"After two or three years who
knows?" Bowes said . "I see
Bobby as that type of player."
Most quarterbac k prospects
in Division I-AA are stereotyped by the scouts as not having
enough arm strength co make
it. Jean has heard this accusation
about himself but does not think
it is true.
"When the Cincinnati offensive coordinato r came to campus
he told me co just throw," Jean
said. "He said he alrea.dy realized
I had enough arm strength.
They could see I had a strong

arm."
Bowe s agrees, "I think his
arm is plenty strong enough.
The word I had when the
Cincinnati offens ive coordinato r
left was that he was impressed
with Bobby's arm ."
Bowes feels, however , that
Jean has one critical weakness.
"The biggest thing he must ,
improve is his accuracy," Bowes
said. "He has got to develop
more consistenc y in that area.
At that level they can't have a
guy who is inconsisten t."
Bowes feels Jean's biggest
strength is his physique. "He
looks like a linebacker, " Bowes
said. ''He constantly keeps
himself in good shape. He'll take
a hit. He's also a first class good
kid. "
When discussingJ ean's future
Bowes talks about Jean 's first
year with the Wildcats. "As a
freshman we were going to
move him," Bowes said. "We
weren't sure he was a college
quarterback . Back then his completion percentage was around
42 percent. This year it was 52
percent. We all feel his best
football is ahead of him. In a
few years we could see him on
TV."
It is pretty heady stuff for a
kid who began his career backing up Rich Byrne and whose
toughest on field competitio n
over the past four years has been
the University of Delaware. It
is not fair to expect to see Bobby
Jean on T.V. next year playing
against the NFL's best, but in
a few years, well, just maybe.

;:;,\'i",fac

Bobby Jean hopes to land a job with the Cincinnat i Bengals
next season. (file photo)

Ta lm o goa l
up end s Eli

By Frank A. Bonsal
The UNH men's lacrosse
team brought a losing trend co
an abrupt halt last Saturday as
they beat Yale - ranked twelfth
in Division I, second in New
England - in a closely fought
comest in New Haven by a score
of 6-5. The win brings the
Wildcats' record to 2-5 overall,
but more importantl y to 2-1 in
New England standings.
Coach Ted Garber stated that
Saturday's win is "probably the
biggest win for us in two years.
It's always nice to beat them
(Yale) down there (in New
Haven)." The Wildcats win will
; undoubted ly knock Yale (8-4)
out of post-season contention.
Yale drew first blood on a goal
by Captain Keith Joseph with
7:44 remaining in the first
quarter. New Hampshire retaliated with a goal by leading
scorer Jeff Mechura from Paul
Talmo with 2:02 left in the
quarter.
The second quarter proved
to be the winning quarter for
the Wildcats as they outscored
the Bulldogs of Yale by 2 to 1,
.leaving the score at 3-2 going
into the second half. UNH goals
were scored by Tim Vetrano
from Brendan O'Brien at 12:52
and Brian Quirk (tri-capt.) from
Kevin .Growney at 6:41. Yale's
Peter Pace brought the score
to within one with an assist
from Herb Allen at 5:47.
The third quarter revealed
. ..
. ...
..
half intensity sparked
second
a
(Ben·
6-5.
Yale
ranked
twelfth
over
The lax team improved its record to 2-5 after its upset
by_Yale Coach Mike W aldvogei,
Frazier photo)
as the Bulldogs outgunned the

Wildcats by a score of 3-0,
leaving the game at 5-3 by the
end of the third quarter. Marshal
Morgan scored at 10:41, knotting the score at three. Mike
Babcock cook Yale into the lead
for the second time at 7:01. Pace
scored his second of the day at
3:53, leaving the Wildcats with
a two goal deficit going into the
fourth quarter.
The Wildcats answered the
call with three unanswere d
goals, backed up by stifling
defensive play to win the game,
6-5. Mechura scored his second
of the day, assisted by Frank
Fiore, bringing UNH to within
a goal at 11: 17. Mark Botnick
tied the score (5-5) with 3:22
remaining in the game. It was
senior Talmo who came up with
the winning goal with 42 seconds left on the clock. Yale
could not make up the difference
as the Wildcat defense proved
impenetrab le. Senior goaltender
and tri-captian Craig Benes had
a superb day in the net and was
a key element in the UNH
victory with 15 saves on the day.
The Wildcats must keep the
winning tradition intact as they
face a strong Brown team at
home tomorrow. Brown is also
riding high after a win against
Ivy League leader Penn last
Saturday, 8-6. It promises to be
a highly contested match up;
given some luck from Mother
Nature, in combinatio n with the
spirit and intensity of UNH
Pride Day, the match against
Brown(3 p.m. Cowell) may be
the fastest game on two feet.

